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Abstract
This dissertation examines forms of dairy product packaging that is to be found in most
households. This packaging is intended for consumer use and is typically used once. Such
packaging is implicitly designed to serve this single use and then to either be consigned
to landfill, or recycled. Despite this, as studies in this dissertation note, such packaging
is often diverted to a multitude of other uses in the household such as; storing frozen
food, lunch boxes, raise seedlings, collect compost, craft activities, holding various things
around the garage and the like.
In this dissertation, a range of definitions related to sustainability are examined, as well
as relevant approaches to its measurement and application. From this, a ‘Human Centred’
design stage utilises a combination of individual observation, education, comparison, and
interview studies, adapted from IDEO (2003). Specifically, this includes; ‘Supermarket Pilot
Study’ that assessed current packaging types, uses, form, function, aesthetics, and materials;
‘Fonterra Consumer Brands’ that assisted in refining scope and identifying associated brands
and related products; ‘User Observations’ that helped understand consumption, storage, and
end-life packaging behaviours; ‘User Interviews’ that identify perspectives, behaviours, needs,
wants, and preferences; ‘Party Plan for Polymer Based Packaging Solutions’ to understand
an existing range of popular products and the experience they provide; and a ‘Competitive
Product Survey’ to identify and compare solutions currently available in the market.
Following a review of the key insights identified from these studies, a ‘Systems
Architecture’ was articulated that set the brief for the subsequent development of
alternative packaging concepts and elements that could be incorporated into Fonterra’s Tip
Top 2 litre and Fresh ‘n’ Fruity 1 litre product ranges.
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This product design phase focused on developing innovative lid attachments that enabled
the packaging to have multiple reuses in the domestic kitchen for storing wet and dry, and
fresh and frozen foods.
A study of potential seals tested a range of existing storage solutions against an evaluation
criteria that was based on key values important to users. Two seals from the six developed
warranted further exploration with a flat inner surface found to be the preferred location
for a silicon-based wiper styled seal.
A subsequent design stage developed the following six concepts that utilised this seal;
Band Adaptor, Flexible Pull Tab, Flex Band, Vacuum Seal, Folding Band, and Squeeze
Band. Each concept was evaluated, and following this, a seventh then eighth concept – the
Corner Tab and Flex Corner – was produced. The innovative undercut feature discovered
during this process identified a means to secure and seal a lid attachment in a single
movement.
The completion of this Industrial Design stage of research led to eight other supporting
features also being developed. These ‘pick ‘n’ mix’ concepts explored a suite of possibilities
for the identification and removal of branding, efficient use of space and extended functionality.
The ‘Human Centred’ approach adapted in this research was found to support the potential
for Design to directly act as a method of research enquiry. A key conclusion was the
identification of three of Rittel and Webber’s (1973) ten dimensions of Wicked Problems
theory that have significant influence on Industrial Design processes.

Abstract
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1.0 Introduction
Previous waste audit studies conducted by the University of Otago Design department
found food-waste in the catering industry to exhibit such ‘wickedness’ in problems that
Rittel and Webber (1973) propose. Eating is considered an essential human activity and the
food required for this daily ritual was found to have negative effects on the environment.
Specifically significant volumes of waste generated from food and its related packaging
were either incinerated, or put to landfill.
According to the Packaging Council of New Zealand, each year New Zealanders consume
about 735 thousand tonnes of packaging (PCNZ 2011). By weight, packaging is estimated
to make up less than 10% of the municipal waste stream. 50% of packaged goods are
imported and 58% of packaging is recycled. The Ministry for the Environment outline in
2006, 97% of New Zealanders had access to kerbside or recycling facilities (MFE 2010).
Despite having the opportunity, to recycle paper, glass, cans, and plastics, there is still
potential for improvement. PCNZ (2011) states, “Recycling and lighter weight packaging
have reduced potential packaging waste volumes by more than 40% over the past decade.”
However, PricewaterhouseCoopers (2010) state the packaging industry is, “ under constant
pressure from government, the media, customers and consumers to consider how their
products can be made more sustainable.”
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There are a number of initiatives focussed on responsible waste management for
households that involve composting and recycling schemes (Boyle 1999). However,
within the household there is often little capacity, or incentive (either economic or moral)
to ensure food-related packaging waste is reused in ways that minimise harm to the
environment. For me personally there is a natural motivation to use design as a means
to address these complex problems and in regard to waste help contribute toward a
sustainable society. Margolin (1998) and Shedroff (2009) both agree that design contributes
to this problem of creating waste, and therefore the future of design has to be sustainable.
Food packaging has negative effects on the environment that needs to be addressed. A
simple look at what lies around the kitchen reveals that we live in a world of packaging.
Everything we consume is stored in some form of packaging.
To confront this world of packaging we live in, food packaging, the kitchen and an
ecology of containers and behaviours was explored. Sustainable frameworks, strategies,
requirements and measurements need to be identified. More importantly understand what
it means to be sustainable, and how to effectively change such behaviours.

Introduction
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This dissertation examines both sustainability and also wicked problems frameworks,
in the context of this research. With the scope of both subjects in mind, it is helpful to
give an overview of the steps taken that lead to the development of this research’s key
focus: namely how can single use packaging currently used for dairy products – such as
yoghurt, milk and ice cream – be modified so they are used multiple times following the
consumption of the product they contain?
As any walk down a supermarket aisle will reveal, food-related waste and especially its
packaging, is a significant issue. Most products you see on the shelf all have some form of
packaging. While supporting great convenience, packaging is responsible for generating
increased levels of waste. Coupled with this New Zealand is a major producer of primary
produce with the dairy-industry alone accounting for 2.8% of total GDP (NZIER 2010).
This country’s export-based income depends on the consumption around the world of such
products. And yet, while there is a strong focus on sustainability in terms of getting food
from the farm through bulk production processes, little of this emphasis appears translated
into the offerings presented to consumers in the supermarket (Fonterra 2010). Rather
almost all packaging solutions – while being polymer based – are intentionally designed
for single use and subsequent disposal either as waste, or for consumer initiated recycling.
In a situation such as this, what can design-based research offer? How can it grapple with
the inherent complexity to a point where it not only identifies key issues, but can also
propose relevant interventions?
It is in this context the following research is located. The core of the Master of Design
programme at the University of Otago is to use designing as its primary method of
investigation. Through multidisciplinary approaches, it seeks to develop innovative
solutions to real world issues and contexts through the process of designing.
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The nature of the problems the programme tackles is what attracted myself, as a designer.
It has been acknowledged that there is a group of societal problems that are inherently
different to the problems scientists and some engineer’s face (Rittel and Webber 1973).
Such problems are found to be difficult to define, the information is rather confusing, there
are a number of stakeholders involved, and they contain a significant level of complexity
right throughout their system (Churchman 1967). Rittel and Webber (1973) define these
problems as ‘wicked problems’ and suggest they cannot be solved by a linear approach of
problem definition and problem solution.
Buchanan (1992) considers the discipline of design has the ability to deal with such
problems. He suggests the problems in which design grapples with are ‘indeterminate’ and
therefore ‘wicked’ because design has no definitive subject matter of its own. The subject
matter of design is only restricted to what a designer conceives it to be.
Horst Rittel’s ‘Wicked problems’ theory has been used in design research and has been a
valuable framework to further the understanding of design thinking. This theory strikes
a chord with my design work to date. Throughout the design process, I have experienced
being both lost and immersed within a problem. The steps we make can seem arbitrary. The
decisions we make sometimes seem over influential. More importantly, questions are raised
over whether, or not, it is acceptable for the designer to exert so much influence.
‘Wicked problems’ is a theory that accommodates this type of uncertainty throughout
the design process. A position that Sarah Whatmore (2003) describes as, “the joy of not
knowing.” Or, what John Law (2004) lists as outcomes that might be “slippery, indistinct,
elusive, complex, diffuse, messy, textured, vague, unspecific, confused, disordered,
emotional, painful, pleasurable, hopeful, horrific, lost, redeemed, visionary, angelic,
demonic, mundane, intuitive, sliding and unpredictable”.
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In this regard, both wider concerns of sustainability and reuse potentials of dairy
packaging can be considered a wicked problem. Both have complexities that this research
seeks to tease out.
In the literature review stage sustainability and reuse potentials are brought together as a
means by which to generate a number of potential design scenario innovations, and it is
this that the remainder of the dissertation focuses on.
A range of definitions related to sustainability are examined, as well as relevant approaches
to its measurement and application. From this, a ‘Human Centred’ design stage is conducted
to identify and compare solutions currently available in the market.
A ‘Systems Architecture’ is articulated from key insights identified that set the brief
for the subsequent Industrial design stage. A study of potential seals tests a range of
existing storage solutions against an evaluation criteria that is based on key values found
important to users. A subsequent design stage completes the Industrial Design stage
through an exploration of a suite of design possibilities.
In conclusion the thesis discusses Design’s ability to directly act as a method of research
enquiry and the identification of Rittel and Webber’s (1973) ten dimensions of Wicked
Problems theory that have significant influence on the Industrial Design processes.

2.0 Sustainability
2.0.1 Definitions
Sustainability is a term that gets used by many and is often associated as being ‘Green’ or
‘Eco’. Many authors, for example, Shedroff (2009), Thorpe (2010), and Tischner (2001), all
discuss different aspects of the term. Sustainability has many definitions, which suggests
it is somewhat difficult to define. Gatto (1995) states to his knowledge that there are three
distinct definitions of sustainability:
1) Sustained yield or resources that derive from the exploitation of populations and
ecosystems (applied biologists definition);
2) Sustained abundance and genotypic diversity of individual species in ecosystems subject
to human exploitation or, more generally, intervention (ecologist’s definition); and
3) Sustained economic development, without comprising the existing resources for future
generations (economist’s definition).
Gatto (1995) describes an inconsistency amongst these definitions and suggests the
basic definitions are flawed. Levin (1993) cited in Gatto (1995) points out sustainability
arguments are based around a, “vague and elusive notion”. People have an understanding
that sustainability addresses all of the same issues, when in reality it does not. Therefore,
a commonly accepted definition of sustainability is ‘hopeless’, as different parties involved
in sustainable developments have different notions of sustainability (Gatto 1995).
Brown, Hanson et al. (1987) describe the term to be strongly dependent on the context,
in which, it is applied. The term is commonly defined and used in relation to biological
resource use, agriculture, carrying capacity, energy, society, economy, and development

14
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contexts. It can be narrowly or broadly defined with alternative social, ecological, or
economic perspectives. Furthermore, it requires different definitions and measures,
dependent on the scale of concern. Despite this, Shedroff (2009) believes the most agreed
upon definition of sustainability was proposed at the world commission on Environment
and Development by the Bruntland Commission in 1987. It states,
“Sustainability is the development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Brundtland,
Khalid et al. 1987)
However, it can be argued such definitions are problematic. Given they are strongly
aspirational, do they provide any reference to a tangible mechanism to achieve what they
outline? Furthermore, is awareness and understanding alone enough? Can a significant
contribution toward a sustainable future be made without the knowledge of how it is
measured, what it requires, and the different approaches that can be taken? Such questions
present the problematic, undefined and ‘wicked’ nature of sustainability that is faced by
designers.
2.0.2 Requirements and Measures

Shedroff (2009) would argue all of these positions have a level of validity. He discusses
the most fundamental requirement when approaching sustainability is to have a systems
approach. This requires the ability to make considerations across the spectrum of
environmental, financial, and social systems. To have the aptitude to incorporate a systems
perspective of the whole, and acknowledge and understand how everything in regard
to sustainability interacts. Fletcher (2007) would suggest that it is not about finding the
mass answer, instead a mass of answers. “This pluralistic approach leads us toward a more
nuanced sustainable design culture.” (Chapman 2009)
It can also be argued if sustainable measurement is essential. Certainly the process of
measuring something can be more legitimate, accurate, and valid. However, as Shedroff
(2009) suggests, selecting one option over an alternative in determining the most
sustainable choice can be considered one of the problems with sustainability. It is difficult
to come to any consensus, on any decision due to the complexity of issues found in social,
environmental, and financial measures that are all interconnected. He argues that social,
environmental, and financial measures are necessary in order to make a valid decision
on sustainable options, with the process of providing some form of quantitative data
influencing decisions.

It is evident that a large number of authors, who discuss sustainability, describe his, or her
idea on what is required to be sustainable. Shedroff (2009) suggests it will require diversity
and resiliency, decentralization, cooperation and competition, ecological, social, and
financial vitality. Cortese (2003) argues about the critical role higher education can provide
in creating a sustainable future. Schmidt-Bleek (1992) discusses a strong need for a factor
of 10 level of dematerialisation throughout processes, products, buildings, infrastructures,
and services. In regard to consumption, Thorpe (2010) considers there is an emerging need
for a diverse lifestyle change.
16
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2.1 Sustainability Frameworks and Strategies
2.1.1 Frameworks
Despite this complexity, in-order to maintain a systems perspective and open mind on
such issues, multiple approaches are being developed. Shedroff (2009a) presents a strong
overview of the most popular and influential approaches used to date. He does suggest
many are not yet complete, but despite their differences, the frameworks share a common
goal with many similarities and overlaps; all of which contribute to the understanding of
issues, measures, and approaches to sustainability. He identifies Natural Capitalism, Cradleto-cradle, Biomimicry, Life Cycle Analysis, Social Return on Investment, The Natural Step,
Total Beauty, and the Sustainability Helix as the most prevalent frameworks used.
2.1.2 Strategies
Shedroff (2009b) presents a strong overview of different design for sustainability strategies,
which he breaks into four distinct areas of focus; reduce, recycle, reuse, and restore, table 1.
Table 1 - An overview of design for sustainable strategies, created from Shedroff (2009).
Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
Restore
Design for use
Design for Durability Design for Disassembly Design for systems
Dematerialisation
Design for Reuse
Close the Loop
Rematerialisation
Design for Effectiveness
Localisation
Transmaterialisation
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This is not a complete set of strategies, and there are a number of further variations
available. However, this table displays the most common ones practiced. It has to be
understood that they are broadly defined strategies, and could be better described as goals.
Each strategy will have a number of variations, as well as various developed tools and
processes to achieve its goal.
2.1.3 Goal-driven and Tool-driven Approaches
Despite many similarities and overlaps within the frameworks, a clear distinction between
‘goal-driven’ and ‘tool-driven’ approaches can be made. Rossi, Charon et al. (2006) state,
“The cradle-to-cradle system outlined by MBDC (2008) is an example of a ‘goal-driven’
approach to addressing environmental problems: establish the goals to be achieved,
and then develop the tools and metrics needed to measure progress and help achieve
those goals.” It is also believed, “the value of a ‘goal-driven’ approach for addressing
environmental problems is that it guides behaviours to specific ends, and it shapes the
development of the tools that are needed to evaluate progress towards those ends.”
In comparison, a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can be considered a ‘tools-driven’ approach.
This approach takes a quantitative evaluation of specific environmental performances.
Developed tools are used to identify opportunities from which to make improvements. The
value of an LCA lies in the ability to describe relevant environmental performances, as
well as provide information that could not be attained by any other means (Rossi, Charon
et al. 2006).

Sustainability
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Despite this, such ‘tool-driven’ approaches have associated dangers. The tool used comes
to define the goal, and there are hidden intentions (Rossi, Charon et al. 2006). LCA’s have a
history of being used to support or provide opposition to decisions by those with invested
economic interest. This is evident in the example of the disposable versus reusable diaper
wars of the 1990’s discussed by Rossi, Charon et al. (2006). The emphasis was placed on
the methodology used, as opposed to evaluating and comparing the performance of the
two options. The diaper of the new manufacturer who funded the LCA was found to be the
preferred option, leaving people to question a hidden bias within the LCA.
This displays a focus on how such tools are used as opposed to the goal they were trying
to achieve. Alternatively employing a ‘goal-driven’ approach suggests it would create
a shift towards questioning what is desired, as opposed to what the tool is capable of
identifying (Rossi, Charon et al. 2006). Despite this, tools are still needed for a ‘goal-driven’
approach and this can be considered their strength. Designers have the ability to develop,
and use an array of different tools and strategies to achieve the goals outlined as opposed
to being restricted by the specific paradigm inherent in the tool.

2.1.4 Cradle-to-cradle
The Cradle-to-cradle approach was introduced in the 1990’s and is described by
McDonough and Braungart (2002) in their book, ‘Cradle to cradle: Remaking the way we
make things’. They criticise the eco-efficiency approach practiced today and encouraged
the consideration of eco-effectiveness. Braungart, McDonough et al. (2007) suggest despite
eco-efficiency strategies presenting the potential for short-term economical and ecological
advantages, they lack a long-term ability to achieve economic and environmental
objectives towards a truly sustainable future. They argue this is because it does not
address the fundamental redesign of material flows and is insufficient in dealing with
toxicity issues. Braungart, McDonough et al. (2007) states, “eco-efficiency begins with
the assumption of a one-way, linear flow of materials through industrial systems: raw
materials are extracted from the environment, transformed into products and eventually
disposed of.”
The concept seeks to minimise the volume, velocity, and toxicity of the material flows.
However, it does not have the capabilities to change its linear progression. Although, some
materials are recyclable, Braungart, McDonough et al. (2007) suggest they are often an
‘end-of-pipe solution’. Materials that are not made to be recycled are ‘downcycled’. The
material quality is downgraded, which reduces the ability for it to be used. Furthermore, it
continues the linear cradle-to-grave progress of material flows.
The Cradle-to-cradle Approach
Cradle-to-cradle is based on the idea of ‘learning from nature’ and places a strong
emphasis on the cyclic nature of waste and food. The cradle-to-cradle approach focuses on
redesigning the manufacturing process with priority placed on appropriate material and
process selection, as well as reduce or eliminate toxicity throughout the entire lifecycle of
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a product. The approach is based on four principles.

2. Changing our definition of ‘waste’ into the perspective that ‘waste equals food’.

McDonough et al. 2007). It is seen as a logical approach from a design perspective, when
considering the difference between ‘goal-driven’ or ‘tool-driven’ approaches (Rossi, Charon
et al. 2006). Further, in regard to waste disposal, cradle-to-cradle provides an excellent
vision to work from, as the framework challenges the whole concept of waste as we see it.

3. Use current solar income of energy.

Cradle-to-cradle Weaknesses

4. Foster the use of ‘upcyclable’ materials.

Despite this, ‘Goal-driven’ approaches still have their weaknesses, and the cradle-to-cradle

1. The elimination of toxic hazardous materials.

The approach redefines materials as nutrients, to enable never-ending cyclical flows,
within biological and technical metabolisms. Biological nutrients are materials that can be
biodegraded and be returned as food for nature. Technical nutrients, on the other hand,
is materials that are usually synthetic. They are materials not found in nature, therefore,
should not be returned to nature. Instead, they should imitate the cycles of nature and be
‘recycled’ or ‘upcycled’ into other technical nutrients.
This approach relies heavily on maintaining a critical separation of technical and
biological nutrients. This is because never-ending cyclical flows can only be achieved if
nutrients are processed in their specific biological or technical metabolisms. To put this
simply, cradle-to-cradle is considered an approach that aims to mimic production cycles
found in nature, which is seen to create no waste. The approach fully reconsiders the
concept of waste, as a source of food, or inputs for other processes.

approach is far from perfect. It does not cover financial or social issues and can be biased
towards technological solutions. There is no preference over natural or organic materials,
is light in detail and has no proposed metrics or development process (Shedroff 2009).
Pluijm, Miller et al. (2010) similarly describe, “there is a lack of shared understanding of
success and a clear strategy for selecting actions and tools in line with a shared vision of
success.” Specifically there is a lack in criteria and guidelines where certain actions and
tools have been implemented in ad hoc ways. There is an uncertainty of strategic steps that
suggest the approach lacks a systems overview, and any form of a strategic approach. This
is evident within the cradle-to-cradle framework, as the book does not describe a detailed
development and implementation process.

Cradle-to-cradle Strengths
The framework is considered to be business friendly, easy to address in the development
process, used in conjunction with other frameworks, and integrates well with design
(Shedroff 2009). It looks past the short-term focus of eco-efficiency and challenges
the long-term benefits that could be achieved through eco-effectiveness (Braungart,
22
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2.2 Cradle-to-cradle Implementation
2.2.1 Key Elements
The implementation of cradle-to-cradle from an industrial design perspective; Teoh (2008)
cited in Bakker, Wever et al. (2010) believe it is, “a framework consisting of three elements,
each with a separate identity and written in a different style in order to address a different
audience: a descriptive book, an analytical methodology, and a prescriptive certification
program.”
Specifically it is a visionary manifesto to challenge and inspire a shift in perspective away
from eco-efficiency for designers, and an analytical methodology commonly referred
as the materials strategy, which addresses material composition and management of
material flows. There is also a detailed certification program for organisations, created and
validated by McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC 2008).
Vision
The visionary elements of the cradle-to-cradle approach deliver an inspiring message that
has been seen to work well with design (Bakker, Wever et al. 2010). Teoh (2008) cited in
Bakker, Wever et al. (2010) found designers, “started to challenge assumptions, questioning
the sustainability of the existing business model.” Furthermore, “professional, industrial
designers and students appreciate the positive approach and ambition level of cradle-tocradle.” De Clercq (2008) cited in Bakker, Wever et al. (2010) reiterate the ‘goal-driven’
approach of cradle-to-cradle. It is reported that cradle-to-cradle, “can function as a perfect
framework for idea generation.”
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Materials Strategy
De Clercq (2008) and Teoh (2008) cited in Bakker, Wever et al. (2010) conclude it is a
challenge to determine the exact composition of materials due to product complexity. This
indeterminancy creates problems for designers attempting to make informed decisions on
appropriate material selections. However, even with appropriate material selection, it is
ultimately up to the organisation to be fully committed to the approach right throughout
their supply chain.
To facilitate the management of material flows effectively, it is believed that a ‘reverse
logistics’ system is required. This incorporates the appropriate disassembly, recycling,
and materials for such products. Further, it will need to support the vision of cradleto-cradle that products should not just be recycled, but ‘upcycled’. The products can be
reprocessed and used at the same level of application (Bakker, Wever et al. 2010). More
importantly, a strong collaboration with everyone involved in the end life value chain of
the product is required. It is only when companies have ‘reverse logistic’ systems in place,
does implementing the cradle-to-cradle principles become realistic. If companies are to
focus only on disassembly and upcycling, not facilitating some form of return system
goes against the core principles of cradle-to-cradle. Products will ultimately end up in the
landfill, or furnace, if not included in some form of closed loop system (Bakker, Wever et
al. 2010).
It has been acknowledged that the Cradle-to-cradle framework does not describe a detailed
development and implementation process. The framework has three clear elements and
a ‘goal-driven’ focus that relates to implementation. However, to obtain a true picture of
how cradle-to-cradle is implemented, real world case studies need to be assessed. This
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would provide knowledge on how to facilitate the goals of cradle-to-cradle, as well as the
use of different tools and strategies to identify opportunities for innovation.
Pluijm, Miller et al. (2010) state that there is a, “lack in shared understanding of success.”
It is believed despite the enthusiasm that surrounds the framework; this could lead to the
failed realisation of actual, sustainable development.
Despite this, the literature on successful implementation case studies from an industrial
design perspective was difficult to find. Only one paper was found that outlined the full
process of implementation, ‘Designing for the next generation: Incorporating cradle-tocradle design into Herman Miller products.’ (Rossi, Charon et al. 2006). It is this study that
the next section more closely examines.
2.2.2 Practical Application
As outlined by Rossi, Charon et al. (2006) Herman Miller alongside McDonough and
Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC) created their own Design for Environment (DFE)
product assessment tool as a means to implement the cradle-to-cradle framework. This was
used to evaluate the extent to which their products meet the goals of cradle-to-cradle, as
well as to understand if their products were made 100% from biological and/or technical
nutrients. The tool has been developed to answer the following questions of their products:

Rossi, Charon et al. (2006) believe the DFE tool has been a positive approach for Herman
Miller’s products, as it is a highly technical, scientific, and accurately methodical
approach to implementing cradle-to-cradle. Shedroff (2009) would consider such an
approach provides extensive environmental measures. It also provides a reliable source
of quantitative data that ensure appropriate validation, as well as assists the making of
informed decisions.
It is suggested that the DFE tool, “facilitates making relatively rapid, yet disciplined and
scientifically sound decisions in pursuit of Herman Miller’s environmental goals” (Rossi,
Charon et al. 2006, p.206). Despite this, it is discussed that creating a truly cradle-tocradle product is somewhat of an aspirational ideal. It is considered a time consuming
process with challenges lying in the large difficulty Herman Miller have in communicating
to their customers their sustainable achievements (Rossi, Charon et al. 2006). This would
suggest that although it may be possible to create a cradle-to-cradle product, it is just as
beneficial for people to understand them. Clune (2010) similarly argues it is more crucial
to get people to value such efforts and also focus on specific users’ behaviours. The use of
interventions can engage people in the sustainable goals trying to be achieved. They can
change people’s behaviours to coincide with such goals. This effectively creates behaviours
that are positive for a sustainable society that should become sustainable within the user.

- Are the products using chemicals and materials that are safe for humans and the environment?
- What is the recycled content of a material?
- At the end of its useful life, can the material be recycled into another product of similar quality?
- Can the material be disassembled easily from the product?
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2.3 A Need for Behavioural Change

Step three is based on designing effective strategies based on effective tools. There are
a number of psychological strategies that use various methods and tools to facilitate
behavioural change (McKenzie-Mohr 2000).

2.3.1 A Process for Change
Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM)
Clune (2010, p.68) proposes designers should, “engage in design for behavioural change
to encourage positive actions that contribute to a sustainable society.” He acknowledges
by moving toward a sustainable society, designers can engage in two possible means;
Creating technical solutions that make products less resource intensive, or social solutions
that change the resource-intensive behaviours of humans. He also stresses the importance
for designers, “not only to design ‘things’ or all-in-one ‘solutions’ but also ‘enablers’ or
‘prompts’ to promote desirable behaviours.” (Clune 2010, p.69)
In order to achieve this, Clune (2010) suggests a clear process for designing behavioural
change is outlined by McKenzie-Mohr and Smith (1999). In ‘Fostering sustainable behavior:
An introduction to community-based social marketing’, McKenzie-Mohr (2000) outline four
steps for fostering sustainable behaviour through community based social marketing (CBSM).
Step one is based on selecting which behaviour or behaviours to promote. McKenzieMohr (2000, p.532) states the decision should be based on three questions. “First, what is
the potential of an action to bring about desired change? Second, what are the barriers
associated with each of the potential actions, and do the resources exist to overcome these
barriers? Third, what class of behaviour is to be promoted?”
Step two involves identifying barriers to the desired behaviour that can include a variety of
strategies ranging from literature, participatory research, and surveys. Other design methods
like IDEO (2003) method cards can assist designers and are recommended by Clune (2010).
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Step four involves the piloting and evaluation of adopted strategies. In a scaled
implementation, strategies are tested, and the concepts refined until the certain behaviour
change is realised. Following full implementation, it is crucial to monitor and critically
reflect on the process taken. This is essential to learn and advance knowledge for the future
2.3.2 Techniques and Strategies
With regard, to step three of McKenzie-Mohr (2000) CBSM process, De Young (1993)
discusses three techniques that aim to change behaviour. First, information techniques that
promote an understanding of the nature of the problem faced are required. The necessary
behaviours needed to resolve such problems are identified, and the steps required for
facilitating such behaviours are communicated. Such techniques are essentially to raise
awareness and are believed to require self-discovery (De Young 1993). Second, positive
motivation techniques are required. This includes extrinsic and intrinsic motivation
interventions. Extrinsic techniques can promote and provide social support for targeted
behaviours. Whereas, intrinsic techniques facilitate individuals who discover, or are helped
to discover appropriate behaviours. Such techniques encourage a change in behaviour
by, “drawing peoples attention to the necessary behaviour, and making it clear that they
will gain something tangible or intangible if they do the behaviour.” (De Young 1993,
p.489) For example, this can involve incorporating the use of material incentives or social
reinforcements. Third, coercive motivational techniques can be used that physically or
perpetually constrain an individual’s choice. Specifically this uses material and social
disincentives, as well as physical barriers to change the behaviour.
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Strategies commonly associated with industrial design and behavioural change, include the
use of ‘prompts’, ‘norms’, and ‘the removal of external barriers’ (Clune 2010). McKenzieMohr (2000) refers to the use of prompts, also known as affordances, as an effective
tool for encouraging actions. Prompts are strong cues into the operation of things and
ensure the desired behaviour is most likely the default action (Clune 2010). They create a
link between the user and the material features of a product and enhances the visibility
and useability of such products (You 2007). For example, knobs are turned or a button is
pushed. However, Norman (1999, p.39) argues the phrase ‘perceived affordance’ is more
beneficial in regards to design. “The designer cares more about what actions the user
perceives to be possible than what is true.” This presents a challenge for designers to
identify the prompt, or perceived affordance that will encourage sustainable actions.
In addition, Clune (2010) discusses the application of ‘Norms’. He describes them to be a
visual display of normal practice, like shoes being left outside the front door of a house. A
‘Norm’ is interpreted as normal behaviour that others follow. With regard to sustainability,
he believes that the challenge for designers lies in identifying how to make sustainability
‘Norms’ visible, and be followed. Despite this, he suggests the area designers can be seen to
be the most effective, is in the ability to identify and remove barriers.

being in place. The use of prompts can create immediate change, but are still considered
nondurable. It is believed through repetitive actions there is a decline in reliability as they
can lose their novelty over time (De Young 1993).
Despite this, both De Young (1993) and McKenzie-Mohr (2000) believe commitment based
techniques can play a crucial role in changing behaviour. De Young (1993) suggests that
if people perceive a role, their contribution is not optional but rather a necessity. There is
an expected obligation or responsibility. He describes such techniques can create durable
change due to their intangible nature. They do not require tangible rewards like incentives
being put in place, or need to be externally initiated and maintained. In spite of this, it
still presents a confusing situation on the appropriate way forward. According to what has
been discussed, the challenge lies in the ability to install a form of commitment toward
a sustainable future. However, it is ultimately up to the designer to understand that each
method in some way will facilitate some form of behavioural change. The designer is
responsible to identify the right opportunity, and make the appropriate decision on the
particular method, or range of methods to use.

2.3.3 Need for Durable Change
De Young (1993) suggests what is, in fact crucial, is the ability to create durable change.
Chapman (2009) argues that it will require a pluralistic approach and that all of the
behavioural change techniques and methods are appropriate in some way. This is proved
in the evaluation of some of the discussed methods and techniques. It is suggested that
material incentives/disincentives and forms of social pressure are reliable in changing
certain behaviours. However, durability is directly related to the incentive/disincentive
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2.4 Sustainability’s Complexity
2.4.1 Issues

2.4.2 A need for further understanding

The context of food and its associated waste can be considered a complex problem within itself.
It encompasses a range of issues for which there is no defined clear path forward. The goal would
be to promote a sustainable future, yet sustainability itself is a term that is misunderstood. It too
encompasses an array of aspects that adds complexity and is found to be difficult to define. There are
specific issues of clarity in what is being addressed, and dependent on the context it is used in, there is
a multitude of possible definitions.

From the earlier discussion (section 2.2.1), it considered that cradle-to-cradle would be a
logical framework to adopt in regards to this research, as it challenges the whole concept
of what constitutes waste. In this regard, it was argued that the framework’s principles
would fully support a sustainable future. Certainly the eco-effectiveness vision challenges
long-term solutions, and its specific goal-driven approach can be considered beneficial to
the way in which design grapples with problems.

As noted earlier sustainability has a number of different approaches and frameworks despite
similarities and overlaps. Many can be considered incomplete and as also noted have a number of
weaknesses. Most commonly there is a lack of descriptive processes for implementation, as well as a
lack of transparency in the methodologies used. Certain approaches do well in presenting visionary
goals for creating a sustainable society, but in reality, they appear more an aspirational ideal.

Pluijm, Miller et al. (2010) suggest that there is a lack of shared understanding in the way
in which the framework can be implemented, and there are limited described processes and
strategies to follow. Despite this, he argues that its goal-driven focus and more visionary
elements are sufficient.

Those approaches that do outline some form of a process such as Cradle-to-cradle, would seem to
provide a reasonable starting point. However, to implement successfully requires in-depth knowledge
in a range of disciplines.
Having said this, to be truly sustainable it has been discussed earlier (section 2.2.2) that creating a
sustainable product/system is not sufficient; there is a need to promote a durable change. This in itself
includes a vast range of possible behavioural change processes, ideas, requirements, and strategies.
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With this in mind, it leads this research to question, is there a need to develop a more
technical, prescriptive strategic approach that operates across a wider set of parameters? As
such, do the core principles of cradle-to-cradle and the goal-driven focus deliver sufficient
opportunities for innovation and eco-effectiveness? And in the context of the Herman
Miller case study, can cradle-to-cradle be applied more broadly than a prescriptive pursuit
of chemical ‘purity’?
Although relevant, this research primary objective seeks to investigate how single
usepackaging currently used for dairy products - such as yoghurt, milk and ice cream - be
modified so they are reused multiple times following the consumption of the product they
contain.
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3.0 Methodology
3.1 Wicked Problems
In the 1960’s Horst Rittel acknowledged an issue of ill defined, unsolvable societal
problems and formulated the ‘wicked problems’ approach as an alternative to the linear,
step-by-step process of design.
Wicked problems are defined by Churchman (1967) and cited by Buchanan (1992) as
a, “class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is
confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and
where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing.” A set of problems
Cross (2001) suggests are, “fundamentally unamendable to the techniques of science and
engineering, which dealt with ‘tame’ problems.”
Design theorist Richard Buchanan (1992, p.16) describes as follows the 10 key properties
Rittel and Webber (1973) framing of wicked problems has:
(1) Wicked problems have no definitive formulation, but every formulation of a wicked
problem corresponds to the formulation of a solution.
(2) Wicked problems have no stopping rules.
(3) Solutions to wicked problems cannot be true or false, only good or bad.
(4) In solving wicked problems, there is no exhaustive list of admissible operations.
(5) For every wicked problem, there is always more than one possible explanation, with
explanations depending on the Weltanschauung of the designer.
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(6) Every wicked problem is a symptom of another, “higher level,” problem.
(7) No formulation and solution of a wicked problem has a definitive test.
(8) Solving a wicked problem is a “one shot” operation, with no room for trial and error.
(9) Every wicked problem is unique.
(10) The wicked problem solver has no right to be wrong - they are fully responsible for
their actions.
Buchanan (1992) suggests there is a fundamental indeterminacy in these types of
problems. This implies there are no definitive conditions or limits to such problems.
This becomes evident as wicked problems seldom fall within the boundaries of any one
discipline and its related methodologies.
Buchanan (1992) considers many critics oppose the validity of a linear approach, as the
actual sequence of the design process does not follow a straightforward, linear process of
problem definition and problem solution. He argues wicked problems require a different
approach and in this regard is well suited to design. As he states:
“Design problems are “indeterminate” and “wicked” because design has no special
subject matter of its own apart from what a designer conceives it to be. The subject
matter of design is potentially universal in scope, because design thinking may be
applied to any area of human experience.” (Buchanan 1992, p.16)
Rittel and Webber (1973) consider such problems are part of a moving never-repeated
context. Specifically, every problem is “unique”, a “symptom of another higher level
problem”, and has “no stopping rules”.
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Buchanan (1992) considers wicked problems as having certain characteristics that can
be related to the context of the problem, and the role of the designer and their tools. He
describes the role of the designer as an agent of change. The immersed designer is part of
an irreversible process and is accountable for the way in which designing is carried out.
Specifically, designers are an “integral part of the design”, are “fully responsible for their
actions”, and the “formulation of a wicked problem corresponds to the formulation of a
solution”, that is a “one shot operation”. He also considers the unknown status for the role
such designers tools can play in addressing these problems. There is “no definitive test”,
“no exhaustive list of admissible operations”, and that no solution can be “true or false
only good or bad”.

3.2 Human Centred Design
The common approach for Industrial Design is to take a Human Centred approach. Many
studies have applied and advocated Human Centred Design (HCD) with notable success.
For example, Brown and Katz (2011) discuss how influential HCD has been for their
world leading innovation company IDEO. Kankainen (2003) examines how useful usercentred practices are for producing early phase concept designs. Fancher, Bareket et al.
(2001) present the HCD of an Acc-With-Braking and Forward-Crash-Warning System and
Johnson, Johnson et al. (2005) outline a user-centred framework for redesigning health
care interfaces.

Due to the indeterminacy of this research context, it was decided to approach it with a
suite of tools. IDEO (2011) has synthesised a variety of methods into an open-source toolkit
of prompts to engage in a HCD process. This supports the method cards they have also
developed, and which are categorised into ‘learn’, ‘look’, ‘ask’, and ‘try’ approaches.
The method cards do not provide a detailed step-by-step process to follow. However, they
outline a brief description of ‘why’ and ‘how’ each method would be used. This open-ended
approach provides a degree of flexibility. Also, by not explicitly stating how each step of
the approach is conducted, the user is forced to think of how they could best be applied.
Not knowing what would be found throughout this research, flexibility was essential.
The IDEO (2003) method cards provided a toolkit of HCD prompts that were adaptable to
this research. Such IDEO (2003) methods have been applied successfully in a number of
different case studies. Specifically Amatullo, Becerra et al. (2011) outline how they have
been used as a tool for social innovation, and IDEO (2012) webpage presents a selection of
IDEO’s projects from the past five years.
The goal for this research was not to apply all of the available IDEO (2003) methods, but
those deemed appropriate. They were not predetermined, but were selected as the research
progressed. As the understanding of the context developed, decisions were made as to
what methods would provide the greatest insights.

Human Centred Design, also commonly known as User Centred Design is a broad term
that involves a number of different approaches. Specifically a combination of observation,
participatory, education, and interview techniques are used. But, most commonly, it is an
approach where end-users influence how a design takes place. The key concept being that
users are involved one way or another (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar et al. 2004).
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3.3 Wicked Problems and Design
The IDEO (2003) methods applied in this research included:
- Still-photo surveys
- Behavioural archaeologies
- Guided tours
- Interviews
- ‘Fly on the wall’ observations
- Questionnaires
- Competitive product surveys
- Experience prototyping
A detailed description of how each method was applied is discussed in their respective
studies.

The challenge Buchanan (1992) sets is to keep things wicked throughout the process
and particularly steps between the stages, this was proved. While industrial techniques
(especially IDEO (2003) methods) were pursued, the overall focus was not so much
structured around a Human Centred Design framework, as more a Wicked Problems
mindset.
Specific techniques that were used encompassed a range of IDEO (2003) methods discussed
earlier. It would seem, tackling a problem with a ‘wicked problems’ mindset has the
potential for a designer to keep the research open, immerse themselves within the everchanging problem, take ownership and responsibility for their actions. Most importantly, it
keeps the process ‘wicked’ and accommodates a degree of indeterminacy found throughout
the non-linear process. Specifically, the ability to be content in designing your way
through disjointed insights.
In the context of this research, the Wicked Problem mindset was to be maintained
throughout the research. This provided an awareness/sensibility to what possibilities,
or methods open up throughout the process. Consciously interpreting the qualitative
dimension that cannot be centred, or quantified.
How the process was kept ‘wicked’ will be readdressed in the discussion section of this
dissertation.
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4.0 Human Centred Design Stage
4.1 Supermarket Pilot Study
Supermarket dairy products were investigated to gain a perspective on current types
of packaging and their uses. The study provided a snap shot of what is available and
currently offered in the market, as well as an understanding of form, function, aesthetics,
and materials.
4.1.1 Method

Footnote - A Dunedin supermarket
gave permission to undertake in-store
observations. The intention of the research,
the identities of brands, and the price
points of products, was an initial concern
from the supermarket duty manager. It
was made clear that the intention of the
research had no relation to brand identity,
or price point, but to the form and function
of dairy product packaging. An information
sheet outlined the intentions, methods
of the study, and answers to their initial
concerns. (See Appendix 1)
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The supermarket study involved a three-part investigation based on the ‘still photo survey’ method
outlined by IDEO (2003). It is an observation-based technique that instructs the observer to, “Follow
a planned shooting script and capture pictures of specific objects, and activities.” Such methods are
described to be useful because, “the team can use the visual evidence to uncover patterns of behaviour
and perceptions related to a particular product or context, as well as structure and inspire design ideas.”
1

2

Part one of the study investigated how dairy product packaging interacts in their display/storage
function. Milk, Butter, Yoghurt, and Ice Cream sections were photographed to capture the environment
in which they are stored and displayed.
Part two photographed individual products found in each section. Photos were taken from consistent,
multiple views of each product. This helped understand the form, function, aesthetics, and materials
used, but also enabled a better means of comparison and analysis.
Part three synthesized the material. Images of Milk, Margarine, Butter, Yoghurt, and Ice Cream
were grouped into their specific product categories. Visualisations were created to help interpret
these groupings. Products of similar shape, size, aesthetic appearance, and materials were
categorised accordingly.

Figure 1 - Various displays showing how
dairy products are displayed and stored.
1-Open chest freezer
2-Closed shelf freezer
3-Open shelf refrigerator

3
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Figure 3 - Shows the groupings identified
for Milk packaging
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Squared Corner
Rectangle

Various Butters

Margarine/Butter containers consisted of two dominant forms that were either rectangular,
or circular. The shapes changed in size based on volume, but were consistent throughout
observed brands, differentiated only by minor feature differences and branding, figure 2.

Previous page: Figure 1 - Shows how dairy
products are displayed and stored.

Round Corner
Rectangle

Figure 2 - Displays the groupings identified
for Margarine/Butter packaging

Margarine/ Butter

Three forms dominated milk. First was the standard shaped bottle that ranged from 3
- 1 litre bottles and which was differentiated by size, styling details, coloured lids, and
attached cardboard labels. Second, was a single serve styled bottle, which has consistent
form and minimal differences apart from branding throughout the range. Third was the
square waxed cardboard carton. These were consistent in shape, differentiated by size,
branding, and small features like screw top lids. Also, a large number of flavoured, single
serve variations existed. Such solutions were different in shape, size, style, and materials,
figure 3.

Rectangle
Butter

Cardboard Label

The following key insights relevant to this research were identified:

Rectangle
Margarine

MILK

Trends identified were in relation to typical forms found in each product type, the most
common packaging features, and the different aesthetics used to differentiate brands.

Various Brands
Circular

Different Volumes

The survey provided valuable insights into current dairy product packaging practices with
dairy products being stored and displayed in either a refrigerator, or freezer. Specifically
these were open shelf refrigerators, open chest freezers and closed shelf freezers. Space
is utilised efficiently and apart from Milk products all containers had the ability to be
stacked. Containers were stacked according to the available shelf, or chest height, figure 1.

MARGARINE/BUTTER

4.1.2 Findings
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YOGHURT

Yoghurt
Yoghurt had three dominant packaging forms. First was the single serve pottle. These
were similar in shape, with slight variations in style, and size. The non re-sealable foil was
consistent throughout observed brands. The containers were differentiated by branding, the
number of servings provided, and the use of cardboard sleeves.

Single Serve
Foil Lids

Single Serve
Cardboard Sleeve

Second, was the vast range of circular containers. They consisted of various sizes,
transparent and solid coloured lids, foil seals, transparent and solid coloured bodies, and
different means of branding, and labelling. Each of the brands packaging consisted of
different combinations of such features. However, despite each brand being exceedingly
distinct, those that offered a range of volumes kept these combinations consistent.
Third was the oval shaped, large container, similar in basic shape, and volume. However, it
contained different branding and was styled in different ways. They all had a variation of
stylised handgrips, which changed the appearance slightly. All were totally solid in colour,
except one that did have a transparent lid. Other examples included a bottle of similar
style to a plastic milk bottle, as well as a number of waxed cardboard options, similar to
those described in the milk category, figure 4.

Circular
Transparent Lids
Foil Seal

Circular
Transparent Bodies
Solid Coloured Lids

Oval
Bulk Dispensing
Solid Coloured

Circular Solid Coloured

Oval Transparent Lid

Plastic Bottle

Cardboard

Right: Figure 4 - Shows the groupings
identified for Yoghurt packaging
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Ice Cream

Fourth was a medium sized square container. These were modern in style, with unique lids.
In comparison to the other containers, the size was consistent throughout various brands,
and utilised a thicker material, which felt more durable.

2 litres

Circular
Large Seal Lids
Various Colours

Transparent
Square

Circular
Large

Other examples included a cardboard option, and a number of single serve products. These
were either solid in colour, or transparent, had re-sealable plastic, or non re-sealable foil
lids, and were circular, or square in shape, figure 5.

Circular
Solid Colour
Foil Lid

Right: Figure 5 - Shows the groupings
identified for Ice Cream packaging
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Square

Single Serve

Third was a large collection of circle shaped containers. These were different in size and
colour, with a range of push to seal lids. There were a number of standardised containers
used by multiple brands that were differentiated only by branding, and labelling.

Standard

1.6 litres

Second was a rectangular shaped tub. These were different in colour and had slight
differences in style. They had either oval, or squared corners, had a range of depths, and
used various means of branding, and labelling.
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Cardboard

ICE CREAM

Ice Cream had the largest range of dominant forms. The product category consisted of
four distinct forms. First was the standard square tubs that include 2 and 1.6 L containers.
These were either transparent, or solid in colour. However, The containers are almost
identical and standardised throughout the range of brands. The only difference is in the
use of branding, labelling, and small features related to how the lid is sealed.

Circular
Small Push Seal Lids

Rectangle

All Containers
Various Brands
Various Volumes
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4.2 Fonterra’s Consumer Brands
The vast range of products available prompted the scope of the project to be refined and
focused on one brands range of dairy products. An investigation into New Zealand’s
largest dairy product provider, their associated brands, and their related products
packaging was initiated.
4.2.1 Fonterra
Dairying in New Zealand has a history dating back nearly 200 years when in 1814,
Samuel Marsden introduced the first cattle into the country. This was the start of a steadily
growing industry. Today New Zealand’s biggest dairy producer and the world’s leading
exporter of dairy products are the dairy cooperative company, Fonterra. Their products
account for more than 30% of the international dairy trade and they export to over
140 countries, 95% of the New Zealand-made dairy products being produced. They are
renowned for producing quality milk, as well as being recognised as the world’s leader of
large-scale milk procurement and processing.
Fonterra’s annual turnover is around $16 billion and has assets valued at $14 billion.
Annually they produce 14.76 billion litres of milk in New Zealand and have a sales volume
of 2.31 million metric tonnes. They employee 15,600 people and are owned by 11,000
farmer shareholders (Fonterra 2011).
Footnote – Fonterra has a number of
consumer brands including Anchor, Anlene,
Anmum, Mainland, and Tip Top.
(Fonterra 2011)
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According to the NZIER (2010) report, the dairy sector makes a significant contribution
to New Zealand’s GDP. In 2010, the dairy sector accounted for 2.8% of the total GDP.
This directly contributed around $5 billion of value to the New Zealand economy. In
comparison to other industries dairy GDP as NZIER (2010) states:

- is greater than the GDP contribution of the fishing, forestry and mining sectors
combined.
- is around 10 times as large as the GDP of the wine sector.
- is about 3 times as large as the forestry and logging sector.
- accounts for over a third of the GDP contribution of the entire primary sector. (dairy
and meat farming and processing, horticulture, fishing, forestry, mining)
- is 40% larger than the entire utilities sector. (Electricity, gas and water)
- is 2/3 as large as the entire construction sector.
- accounts for 15% of the total GDP of the goods producing industries.
Fonterra aims to be a leader in environmental and sustainable practices. One of their four
areas of strategy states that they will, “ Ensure Fonterra remains one of the lowest cost,
sustainable dairy co-operatives in the world”(Fonterra 2011).
Fonterra’s sustainability initiatives focus on water, resource and energy use, clean streams,
farms doing the right thing for the environment, climate change, and waste. In addition,
they recognise the sustainability of the dairy industry will require innovative technology.
As a result, they have the largest investment in research and development for the New
Zealand private sector. The cooperative has established innovation centres in New Zealand,
Australia, China, and Singapore. The area of focus is on a broad range of sciences
consisting of forage and bovine genetics, nutrition, flavours, texturants, and packaging
materials. Such initiatives have developed a range of innovative products and process that
have improved areas such as:
- Manufacturing innovation
- High pressure processing
- Heat recovery loop
- Highly automated manufacturing
Human Centred Design Stage
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- Milk concentration technology
- Kiwi ingenuity for on site farm operations
Fonterra (2010) outlined the global success of the dairy industry will be defined by
sustainability issues. Fonterra has been proactive in addressing a number of these issues,
and there has been recent progress. Fonterra (2010, p.11) states:
- since 2003, they have been a member of the voluntary Dairy and Clean Streams
Accord with local and national government to mitigate dairy’s effects on streams and
rivers.
- 99% of farmers now have nutrient budgets to minimise excess use of nutrients.
- their team of sustainable dairying specialists provides support and advice to farmers.
- in August 2010, they instituted a new programme to check dairy effluent
infrastructure on every supplier’s farm every year.
- as part of the Pastoral Greenhouse Gas Consortium, they help fund research to find
practical ways of reducing Greenhouse gases.
- there has been considerable progress in reducing the emissions per tonne of
production in manufacturing.
- in New Zealand, 92% of waste such as cardboard and plastic is now recycled.
- their supply chains are optimised to reduce emissions. For example, their new
Crawford St cool store in Hamilton has removed more than 50,000 truck movements
from local roads.
- they continue to take a lead on issues that impact the dairy industry’s business
model, working with the global dairy industry on topics such as the carbon footprint
of their products.

sustainability inherent in the products they consume. In regard to cutting waste, Fonterra
believes recycling is beneficial. However, they do acknowledge that elimination, and the
need for less packaging is better. Fonterra looks to improve their environmental footprint
by working with packaging suppliers, the packaging council of New Zealand, recyclers,
waste companies, the ministry of the environment, and wasteMINZ. Other Fonterra
initiatives to reduce waste in New Zealand include the redirecting short-life dairy products
from landfill to charities and animal nutrition processing plants. Installed bailers have
been used at sites to sort cardboard and plastics for recycling. Also, systems are in place to
increase the recycling of sample bottles. Even worm composting units have been installed
throughout New Zealand sites, to deal with food scraps (Fonterra 2011).
Despite efforts to reduce waste, in regard to packaging, Fonterra’s focus has been on
recycling, dematerialisation, and material substitution. Any reuse potential of their
consumer brands polymer based packaging has not been explored. The potential that
exists in the inherent properties of their packaging – especially durability – appear to
have been overlooked. Instead, their packaging appears to be based on a wasteful singleuse approach. Following this idea, a study was initiated to identify and understand the
difference in dairy packaging that currently exists within Fonterra’s consumer brands.

With this in mind, a great proportion, or focus of the sustainable initiatives is related to
production. It seems little has been done to ensure consumers get a sense of the values of
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4.2.2 Company survey
A web search of Fonterra’s website was conducted to identify their different consumer brands.
This provided insight into what products the largest New Zealand dairy providers associated
brands are currently supplying the New Zealand market. The initial focus of the investigation
was to document the specific ranges, and identify the different categories of products that exist.
However, the main intention was to identify the differences in packaging used.

Figure 6 - Shows how Fonterra product
categories are easily differentiated through
packaging

Key insights relevant to this research related to:
Easily differentiated packaging
Each consumer brand had a specific product category, with distinct packaging types, branding,
and forms of packaging. For instance the packaging they use differentiates Milk, Yoghurt, Ice
Cream, and Butter easily, figure 6.

Below: Figure 7 - Shows the same
packaging form for different volumes, as
well as different forms for different volumes

Different use of form
Each product range provided various volumes in the same form of packaging. For example, Ice
Cream is packaged in the same form, but offered in 2 and 1.6 L volumes, figure 7. Alternatively,
products are packaged in different forms, for various volumes. For example, Milk has the same
packaging form for its 2 and 1 L bottles, whereas its 600 ml range is a new form all together.
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Different use of materials

4.2.3 Insights

Products including Milk, Ice Cream, and Butter
is packaged in a variety of materials for the
same, or different volumes. For example, Milk
is packaged in plastic bottles, bags, and ultra
heat-treating materials, figure 8.

This study makes evident the vast range of dairy product packaging available. Each
product category has distinct forms of packaging and is differentiated through various
means including size, styling, colour, transparency, branding, labelling, and function.
However, they are all stored and stacked according to available space in either a
refrigerator, or freezer.

Specific Uses

Fonterra’s consumer brands packaging easily differentiates between their products. As such
their packaging forms are used in different ways, their packaging uses various materials
for the same product, and their packaging is designed for specific use.

The products are designed and packaged for
specific uses and different serving sizes. For
example, Yoghurts 1L re-sealable container
is designed for multiple use dispensing. In
contrast, single serve options are packaged in
different, small non re-sealable forms, figure 9.

In regard to this research, such insights both provided understanding of the situation
and also added complexity to the design space. The scope of the research has been
significantly increased, as a vast array of options present multiple packaging opportunities
for design.

Top right - Figure 8 - Shows different
materials used for packaging the same
product
Right - Figure 9 - Shows specific designed
packaging for specific uses
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4.3 User Observations
4.3.1 Intention
The supermarket is one place where dairy products are purchased. As the previous section
shows, a number of strategies are used to secure the consumers attention and purchase.
However, this aspect of dairy packaging is but one of a series of sites. In this section, one
of the sites and ways where it is disposed and consumed – namely the household – will be
examined.
Specifically this involved undertaking a series of observations to understand the
household’s consumption, storage, and end of life behaviours.
4.3.2 Method

Footnote - Six Dunedin households, two
commercial and three public environments
willing to participate in the study was
observed. The largest possible cross-section
was chosen when selecting participants.
Ethical approval was granted to carry out
the required studies. (See Appendix 2)
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A mix of three different methods described by IDEO (2003) was used. These methods were
undertaken in parallel and included, behavioural archaeologies, still-photo surveys and
guided tours. IDEO (2003) outlines a descriptive definition and reasoning for each of these
three methods.
First, a ‘behavioural archaeology’ is a method to, ‘look for evidence of people’s activities
inherent in the placement, wear patterns, and organization of places and things.’ It is a
method that, ‘reveals how artefacts and environments figure in people’s lives, highlighting
aspects of their lifestyle, habits, priorities, and values.’

Second, a ‘still-photo survey’ is a method to, ‘follow a planned shooting script and capture
pictures of specific objects and activities.’ A method that collects visual material so that,
‘the team can use this visual evidence to uncover patterns of behaviour and perceptions
related to a particular product or context, as well as structure and inspire design ideas.’
Third, a ‘guided tour’ is a method to, ‘accompany participants on a guided tour of
the project-relevant spaces and activities they experience’. It is a means to enable, ‘an
exploration of objects and actions in situ helps people recall their intentions and values’.
As noted the methods were not used individually. Rather the process followed was a
‘behavioural archaeology’ that utilised a ‘still-photo survey’, under the direction of a
‘guided tour’ from the resident.
Household residents guided the observer through the inside and outside of their house.
The intention was to observe and understand how consumption, storage, and packaging
end life behaviours informed the type of artifacts and environments that were observed.
The tour started in the kitchen, looking at walls and through cupboards, draws, pantries,
fridges and benches. Following this, the remainder of the household was inspected to
identify if there were any other examples of reuse present outside of the kitchen. Still
photographs documented the types of dairy products consumed, the different storage
behaviour’s present, and related artifacts. Examples of packaging reuse, storage solutions,
and typical means of disposal were documented.
Human Centred Design Stage
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The book ‘ Thoughtless Acts?’ by Jane Fulton Suri and IDEO discusses the value such
observations can have for informing design solutions. Observation methods and the visual
evidence of certain behaviours are challenged as to how they can assist a designer. Suri
and IDEO (2005) questions whether, or not, “reference to such images help designers to be
more sensitive to peoples needs?”
Suri and IDEO (2005, p.164) consider that in observing how things are unintentionally
used, “usually indicates something about peoples needs. And needs often translate into
design opportunities.” That, “in daily life we make interpretations about stuff around us
all the time - how it might work and what we can do with it. We develop an exquisite
awareness of the possibilities and sensory qualities of different materials, forms, and
textures. This awareness is evident from our actions, even when not conscious of them these are our ‘thoughtless acts’. Understanding these intuitive interpretations might be a
significant source of insight for designers.”

4.3.3 Observation Results
Nine observations were conducted on six different households, as well as two commercial
and three public environments. Each environment had distinct demographics and was
profiled accordingly:
Households:
· Mature low income couple
· Mature working family
· High income rural family
· Environmentally aware young family
· Young professional sustainability advocates
· Large student flat
Two commercial environments:
· Organic commercial gardener
· University hall of residence kitchen
Three public spaces:
· Three various sized university department kitchens
Findings relevant to this research are outlined in each profile:
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in the storage and assembly of reusable solution was the identification and matching of
appropriate lids and bottoms. In trying to match pairs, there were orphan lids that required
considerable time and effort to find their partner. In contrast, solutions with distinct
colours and features were easily identifiable, easily matched, and readily stacked together
as a system, figure 10.

Low income mature couple
Consumption and end-life behaviours
The household comprised of two adults on a low income. The kitchen was relatively
small with evidence of milk, yoghurt, ice cream, margarine and butter being consumed.
Household recycling systems were clearly used, nearly all recyclable goods recycled, except
for containers that had potential to be reused.
Evidence of reuse behaviour
A number of unintended reuse and repurposed examples of packaging were evident
throughout the house. In regard to the reuse of dairy packaging, ice cream containers
were used as plant pots, storage of cleaning utensils, powders, and storage of food.
In contrast, Margarine containers were only reused to store soup in the freezer. Other
examples included a range of different packaging that was used for a number of various

2

reuse/repurposed applications. There was a large collection of glass jars and aluminium
containers stored with reuse intentions. Green tea and old plastic takeaway cups were used
as pen holders, and a large, modified aluminium dessert tin was used to collect money.
Reusable storage solution behaviours
Inspecting kitchen cupboards revealed a large range of reusable storage solutions, ice
cream, and margarine containers. Despite this, there was limited use of the reusable storage
solutions evident within the house. Observed uses included the storage of coffee beans,
tea bags, and dry goods. However, there were a number of potential uses found in the
kitchen. This included a number of dry goods stored in open packaging. These could be
organised better and stored appropriately to lengthen shelf life. Another issue identified
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Right: Figure 10 - Shows a low income,
mature couples packaging and storage
behaviour.
1- Small dairy consumption
2- Unintended reuse behaviour
3- Stored reuse intention
4- Storage chaos
5- Easily identifiable storage solutions

1

3

4

5
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Mature working family
Consumption and end-life behaviours
This household of four comprised of two working adults and two working mature spouses.
It had a relatively large modern kitchen with evidence of milk, margarine, 1L yoghurt, and
2L ice cream being consumed. The recycling system was proactively being used with all
plastic packaging except the odd ice cream container being recycled.

1

Evidence of reuse behaviour
There was little evidence of reused packaging within the household. The examples that
were found included a number of reused glass jars. Such jars were used to store various
dry goods and chutneys throughout the pantry. The other reuse example found was a
plastic biscuit container used for painting.
Reusable storage solution behaviours
Although there was limited reuse of plastic containers, the household utilised a number
of purchased plastic storage solutions. These were stacked according to their system
capabilities, were clearly labelled, and if unused were stored in a kitchen draw, in a
unordered fashion. They were primarily used for dry, good storage within the pantry, as
well as liquids, refrigerator, and freezer food items. Throughout the kitchen, most food
items were stored in some form of container except those stored in original cardboardboxed packaging, figure 11.
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Figure 11 - Shows a mature working
families packaging and storage behaviours
1- Moderate dairy consumption
2- Limited reuse behaviour
3- Extensive purchased storage solution use

3

2
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Large student flat
Consumption and end-life behaviours
The student flat comprised of six students, three male, and three female. The large
basic kitchen had milk, 1L yoghurt, and margarine present. The recycling system was
underutilised with most plastic packaging going to waste. This was a result of excessive
amounts of glass bottles being recycled.

1

2

Storage behaviours
The flat had no evidence of unintended reuse examples. Despite this, purchased reusable
storage solutions were used to store various dry goods, and organise spices. These
containers were not used according to their intentional use. Most containers were
used without lids and did not utilise the appropriate seals. As a result, they were not
maintaining freshness or prolonging the shelf life of their products. Throughout the
kitchen, there were a number of unused storage solutions. These were hard to find, as the
lids and matching containers were stored in different areas of the kitchen, figure 12.
Figure 12 - Shows a large students flat
packaging and storage behaviours
1- Moderate dairy consumption
2- Large amount of waste
3- Extensive purchased storage solution use
3
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Reusable storage solution behaviours
Environmentally aware young family

The household used a number of purchased storage solutions. Such containers stored
various dry goods, as well as expensive food items like cheese in the pantry, draws, and
refrigerator. Along with the other observed households, there were a number of unused
purchased solutions stored in a draw. However, in this instance they were stored in a
semi ordered system. There were stacked and well-sorted ice cream and cottage cheese
containers and lids, figure 13.

Consumption and end-life behaviours
The household comprised of two adults, three young children, with a kitchen of moderate
size. Their consumption of dairy products was different to your norm. Milk was provided
in glass bottles from a farm - yoghurt supplied in reusable plastic containers from a bulk
dispensary - and 2L ice cream from the supermarket. There was evidence of recycling
systems being utilised in conjunction with composting systems. However, due to their
location just out of the city collection area, this requires them to be more proactive. They
have to collect their own recycling and personally deliver it within the collection zone.
Evidence of reuse behaviour
Throughout the house, a large number of unintended packaging reuse was present. In the
kitchen, there was an extensive use of glass and plastic jars, used for the storage of dry
goods. These were used in the pantry, draws, and refrigerator. Ice cream containers were
used in the freezer to store leftover food and soup, as well as many other applications
throughout the house. Other examples included the storage of toys, water for dogs, nails,
screws, and raising plants in the garden. Smaller plastic containers like the 1L yoghurt
container were also reused in a number of ways. These included scoops for bulk dispensing
of flour, the collection of compostable material, holding crayons, and even used as toys in
the sandpit.
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Right: Figure 13 - Shows a environmentally
aware, young families packaging and
storage behaviours
1- Local sourced dairy consumption
2- Extensive reuse of glass and plastic jars
3- Packaging organised for reuse
4- Self-motivated recycling alternative
5- Extensive reuse behaviour

1

2

4
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High income rural family
Consumption and end-life behaviours
The family comprised of two adults and two children situated in a rural area, on an
operating, commercial orchard. Milk, 1L yoghurt, and 2L ice cream was present in their
modern, moderate sized kitchen. With no access to recycling systems, all non-reused
plastic packaging goes to waste.
Evidence of reuse behaviour
Throughout the property, there was a moderate level of reuse applications. Being an
orchard, there was an extensive collection of glass jars. However, within the kitchen, there
was evidence of these being used to store dry goods in the pantry, as well as a number
of chutneys and sauces. Ice cream and margarine containers were used in the workshop,
to store small items like metal clips and irrigation fittings. In the kitchen, an ice cream
container was found to store and organise a number of seasoning packets.

2

Reusable storage solution behaviours
Throughout the pantry, there was a large collection of various sized purchased reusable
storage solutions stored in an unordered fashion. Despite the large number of containers,
they were all under-utilised. Instead of using such containers, dry goods throughout the
kitchen were open and stored in their original paper bag packaging while Glad Wrap
was used to cover food in the refrigerator. Resealable plastic bags were used `in their
cupboards, figure 14.
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Figure 14 - Shows a high income rural
families packaging and storage behaviours
1- Moderate dairy consumption
2- Extensive collection/reuse of glass jars
3- Under-utilised storage solutions
4- Moderate reuse behaviour

4
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Young professional sustainability advocates
Consumption and end-life behaviours
The household comprised five professionals, four female, and one male. The inspection of their
relatively large kitchen revealed that they were not your normal consumer. Yoghurt was still
purchased in 1L plastic containers. However, they acquired milk in glass bottles from the farm, as
well as plastic and Tetrapak options. Although the household has active composting and recycling
practices in place, they can be better described as extreme reuse practitioners. Recycling to them is
the alternative option if they cannot find a second life, for most forms of packaging they use.
Evidence of reuse behaviour
Evidence of unintended packaging reuse was found throughout the entire household. Most
packaging is collected and stored for use, right down to even the plastic lining of Wheat Bix boxes.
In the kitchen’s pantry and cupboards, all dry goods were stored in a number of various sized glass
and plastic jars. These were transparent and labelled with masking tape and permanent markers.
Ice cream and yoghurt containers were also used in a number of ways. This included the storage
of small objects, the collection of compostable material, as well as raising seedlings for the garden.
Despite the clutter and space required for such practices, these were done in an ordered, and easy
to find system. Separate drawers are used to separate different shaped containers and lids that also
are stacked well. Two cupboards are designated for different shaped jars and various sized plastic
and cardboard bags. The evidence found throughout the household can validate that this collected
packaging will be used at some point. The household will try to find a use for everything. Flowers
are stored in glass bottles, pens stored in cut down Pringle containers, weightlifting equipment is
made from bottles, and wallets are made from Tetrapak milk cartons, figure 15.
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Right - Figure 15 - Shows a young
professional sustainability advocates
packaging and storage behaviours
1- locally sourced and purchased dairy
consumption
2- Extensive collection for reuse
3- Minimal recycling and waste
4- Extensive reuse behaviour
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Commercial Organic Farm

University hall of residence kitchen

Evidence of reuse behaviour

Consumption and end-life behaviours

An organic, commercial farm was observed that supplies and actively promotes packaging
reuse. The Inspection of the garden and the practices they used showed evidence that most
containers used were some form of reused packaging.

The University facility caters for around 170 people servicing breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
The kitchen has a commercial classification and purchases the majority of their supplies
in bulk. Milk, yoghurt, ice cream, margarine and butter, are purchased and stored in
commercial sized refrigerators and freezers.

Ice cream containers were the only examples found in regard to consumer dairy products
packaging. Such containers were used to raise seedlings and store labels for the garden. 10L
yoghurt containers were primarily used, due to the size of the commercial garden. The excess
containers from the bulk dispensing of yoghurt offered at their shop are used for various
tasks around the garden. The most common use is for the collection of organic material for
composting. Other examples of reuse included cut down clear plastic bottles used as small
glasshouses, as well as large polystyrene trays used to raise seedlings, figure 16.

The facility has established recycling and organic waste systems in place. A particular
emphasis is placed on their organic system that includes food scrap collection for nearby
pig farms. In terms of recycling, mainly milk bottles and the odd container that does not get
reused will be recycled. However, this is dependent on how convenient it is to do so.

Figure 16 - Shows a commercial organic
farms packaging and storage behaviours
1- Composting
2- Raising seedlings
3- Collected for reuse

Evidence of reuse behaviour
It is compulsory for all containers that originally stored bulk products like sour cream,
cream cheese, margarine, and instant pudding to be washed for reuse. These containers
are collected and used for a variety of applications. Their main purpose is to store food.
However, other examples include the storage of cutlery, cleaning products, lids, and bags.
Ice cream containers repurposed as cleaning buckets, as wells as bulk juice flavouring tubs
used as food scrap collectors.

1
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Despite this, the collection and reuse of containers has a shelf life of its own. Each year
there is a disposal of excess and damaged containers due to the sheer volume of collection,
storage space, and limited durability compared to reusable solutions. After a multiple
number of uses, containers are returned to recycling streams. This provides an extended life
to the packaging’s intended single use.
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Reusable storage solution behaviours
Staff acknowledged that purchased reusable storage solutions are used when transparency
is an issue, or a watertight seal is required. Such containers are used to store dry goods and
food within the kitchen. Although there are a number of purchased solutions, they were out
numbered by the amount of reuse examples. Despite this good practice, the facility does
not carry this through to their takeaway service where they offer students the ability to
serve food in takeaway containers. For reserved or takeaway meals, two styles of takeaway
containers are used. Small, transparent polypropylene containers are used for meals, and a
circular container for desserts. These are part of a single use system, as a result of hygiene
issues and the inability to clean greasy surfaces successfuly, figure 17.

2

Right - Figure 17 - Shows a university
hall of residences packaging and storage
behaviours
1- Large dairy consumption
2- Large collection for reuse
3- Extensive use of purchased storage
solutions
4- Extensive reuse behaviour
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Three various sized university department kitchens
Consumption and end-life behaviours
Two small and one medium sized university department kitchens were observed. Each
kitchen catered for 3 - 15 individuals. The dairy products used in these areas comprised
solely of milk and margarine. There was compelling evidence of recycling behaviours for
all three kitchens; recycling bins prominently positioned and being used.
Evidence of reuse behaviour
2

Throughout the kitchen, there were limited amounts of unintended reuse examples.
Examples found included the use of glass jars as storage containers for coffee, milk
powder, and sugar. Other examples utilised old takeaway plastic containers for storage of
hand soap and leftover food.
Reusable storage solution behaviours
Purchased storage solutions were found in all three kitchens. These comprised mainly of
transparent, lid sealed storage solutions that were different in size and shape. However,
there was an issue in regard to the storage of the container itself. The inability to find
complete storage solutions created a real problem. There were a number of orphan storage
solutions present throughout all three kitchens. As a result, these containers are deemed
useless and are not used, figure 18.
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Right - Figure 18 - Shows three various
sized university department kitchens
packaging and storage behaviours
1- Small dairy consumption
2- Orphan storage solutions
3- Good recycling practices
4- Limited reuse behaviour
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4.3.4 Insights
Observations of each household, commercial, and public environment examined in this
research revealed similar behaviours. By collating images that profiled and grouped each
household, commercial, and public environment a range of key common insights were
identified including:
- People group similar shaped containers and objects, figure 19.
- People use various means to label the contents of their containers, figure 20.
- People strive to save space within their kitchen, figure 21.
- People store things in erratic ways and are inconsistent in the storage behaviours they
practice, figure 22.

Figure 19
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Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22
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- Dairy based food packaging gets unintendedly used in a number of environments
and applications. Specifically in the freezer, laundry, kitchen, garden, bedroom, garage,
lunchboxes, and craft, figure 23.
- A container’s perceived value/quality will usually determine the type of application and
level of public display within the household, figure 24.
- Kitchens have a number of underutilised storage solutions, which are stored inefficiently
and hard to identify by the user, figure 25.
- People like the idea of reusing things over and over. It is inherent in the storage solutions
they purchase, as well as the unintended uses they practice, figure 26.
This lead this research to question how storage solutions could be more convenient to
use, save space, and be easily identified. Further, it raised curiosity as to whether or
not an increase in perceived value of a dairy container would change the level of its
public display, and also, what associated change in value this may have in the eye of the
consumer.

Figure 23
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Figure 25

Figure 26
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4.4 User interviews
4.4.1 Intention
The household observation provided visual evidence of consumption, storage and end
life behaviours. However, it is ultimately the consumer that purchases such products and
engages in such behaviour.
Following the observation phase it was decided to conduct a series of interviews to identify
and further understand different perspectives, behaviours, needs, wants, and preferences
for dairy product packaging.

Interviews, once conducted, were transcribed then printed, separated into distinct
questions, and colour coded according to each profile as a means to identify trends and
insights from the material.
Key insights identified as relevant to this research included:
The meaning of packaging
Initially, a common response was that packaging means very little to people. For example,
respondents stated:

4.4.2 Method
An open-ended discussion type interview method was used, which followed a guideline
of questions, see appendix 3. Throughout the interviews, not all questions were asked, as
they were generally used as prompts to generate discussion. Questions related to topics
such as consumption and end-life behaviours, as well as likes, dislikes, and preferences for
dairy product packaging and household storage solutions. Discussed also was the various
meanings such packaging held and the ways in which it is valued.
Six people were interviewed throughout the research and were profiled accordingly:
Footnote - All participants of the household
observations were involved in this interview
stage conducted on completion of the guided
tour, as well as, the addition of a solo inner
city dweller.
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- Mature low income couple
- Mature working family
- Environmentally aware young family
- Young professional sustainability advocates
- Organic farmer
- Solo inner city dweller

“Not a lot, it is a necessity to hold the product that it contains and get it
home.”
“Aesthetically it means nothing, it is a necessity with no other meaning
or value, as it is not a luxury good.”
“Waste”
Other responses described that it made them aware of what they consume through the
leftover visual remains, as well as beliefs that it is a useful resource that is hard to throw
out.
Consumption Behaviours
The consumption of dairy products is different for each household. While all respondents
commonly consumed milk, yoghurt, ice cream, butter, and margarine, in regard to
packaging, those people who could be considered more environmentally aware had
Human Centred Design Stage
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distinct behaviours, when compared to those who are less so. The average consumer
purchases such products from supermarkets in common plastic containers. In contrast, the
‘environmentally aware’ purchased milk and butter, from the farm, in glass bottles and
reused containers. A common response was in favour of old packaging systems from both
the environmentally aware and inner city dweller. For example, respondents stated:
“I like glass bottles and love the idea of using them over and over.”
“ I find it strange to use more plastic to create a handle for the sake of
convenience. We had milk bottles that were easy to carry, easy to clean,
and were reused and recycled with a strong experience ritual. New
solutions have no rituals like door-to-door delivery. I dislike how the
dairy product packaging has broken rituals that people have grown up
with, it no longer has meaning, and it is just another product.”
Other responses suggested behaviours were linked to the environment they live in, but also
their personal values. A solo inner city resident favoured single serve yoghurt solutions.
Whereas, an environmentally aware mother strongly opposed single serve options.
Respondents stated:
“I’m very conscious about food waste and the amount thrown away due
to open food packaging and used by dates.”
“I have no idea why people would buy them. Kids get educated about
bad practice, to open new packaging, as opposed to thinking things can
be stored in bulk.”

and choice and acknowledges that people have different values and needs.
Reuse Behaviour
Packaging was either recycled, or reused. A common response was milk, yoghurt, ice
cream, and margarine containers, were reused, or recycled for a number of reasons. For
example, respondents stated:
“ I’m not a great believer in recycling, I would rather reuse things.”
“Why buy something, when you can use something you have.”
“My consumption is limited, but there is some form of a system to fit in
but not that passionate about.”
“What we do not need we get rid of, I do not like to hoard. Our kitchen
is small and do not have the room so we wont keep anything we won’t
use.”
Other responses outlined that people are truly innovative in the way they reuse packaging.
The storage of frozen food was the main reuse application for dairy packaging. However,
there were a number of different uses such as homemade scoops, toys, crafts, small
greenhouses, painting buckets, and gardening tools. Furthermore, the lower perceived
value of reused packaging encouraged a sharing culture. When dealing with food, people
acknowledged they were more inclined to give them to other people, without expecting
them to be returned.

The contrast in views of single-serve containers emphasises the importance of variation
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Packaging functions and features
People are concerned about packaging functions. People want solutions that can
provide the preservation of food. For the use of a container, the quality of seal and its
reliability was the main concern. A sufficiently adequate seal was a common response
when questioned about fundamental features, likes, dislikes, and reasoning for purchase
decisions. For example, respondents stated:
“Ice cream containers have an all right seal but could be improved like
purchased solutions.”
“I look for packaging with a good seal.”
“You know they will not leak.”
Other responses suggested the durability of the container is also valued. People want
solutions that can be reused over and over. In addition, they want a solution that stacks
well together and saves space, contains a degree of transparency, or means to identify
the contents inside, not to mention the ability to fit well within their environment
aesthetically. For example, respondents stated:
“You can get many lives out of it.”
“Is shaped better for stacking and storage.”
“Is easy to identify what is inside.”
“The style of the place I live in is a modern styled apartment, and reused
packaging does not fit within the decor of the place, packaging is a sign
that promotes things. I do not want packaging that relates to an old
message through shape or typography.”
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4.4.3 Insights
In terms of this study, it was evident that:
- Dairy packaging means very little to participants when first questioned about it.
- Consumption behaviours are decidedly different between households.
- Dairy packaging is predominantly recycled, or reused.
- Interviewed participants want packaging that has a sufficient seal, is reliable, can stack
well, has a means to identify contents, and is aesthetically pleasing.
Such insights lead this research to question what would add value in the eyes of the
consumer to promote reuse. Although there are obvious differences in consumption
behaviours between households, recycling is still more commonly practised as opposed
to reusing. With this in mind, the ‘packaging wants’ outlined by participants raise the
question; if these were satisfied, would they be more inclined to reuse them? Further, what
motivates a person to adopt purchased storage solutions?
To understand the motivation toward purchased storage solutions a study on Tupperware
was conducted.
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4.5 Party plan for polymer based packaging solutions
4.5.1 Intention
Tupperware is one of the dominant and popular household storage and kitchen solutions
brand. It is a common household name and has a strong global presence. However, it is
renowned for their unique marketing strategy; they rely solely on selling their products
through highly sociable, household demonstrations.
A Tupperware household demonstration was held, as a means to gain an understanding
and insight into the products they have, and the experience they provide. The aim was
to identify what it is about the experience, their products, or a combination of both that
encourages households to adopt their solutions, while willingly paying a premium.
4.5.2 Method
Three methods were used concurrently to gain insights from the Tupperware party. This
included before and after questionnaires, what IDEO call a ‘fly on the wall’ observation,
and a video recording.
Questionnaires were provided before and after the party. This was done to identify the
user’s perceptions of Tupperware and their product range, as well to gauge whether, or
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not, these had changed throughout the course of the demonstration. IDEO (2003) describe
a survey, or questionnaire as an ‘Ask’ method that seeks to, “ask a series of targeted
questions in order to ascertain particular characteristics and perceptions of users.” They
suggest it provides, “a quick way to elicit answers from a large number of people.”
An unobtrusive observation method was used to experience first hand what the
demonstration involved, and how participants reacted. A ‘fly on the wall’ method was used
to enable a better environment in which to observe, and provide an identical experience
to what usually takes place. The observers make themselves inconspicuous from the
context, and observe and take notes from the background. IDEO (2003) outline the method
is a means to, “observe and record behaviour within its context, without interfering with
people’s activities.” They believe, “it is useful to see what people actually do within real
contexts and time frames, rather than accept what they say they did after the fact.”
Throughout the demonstration, a video was recorded to provide a point of reference that
could be later observed to identify, or clarify anything that was overlooked. Cameras were
set up in discrete areas to record the whole event in a way that would not affect how
participants would behave.
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4.5.3 Observations
A number of valuable insights was obtained by the Tupperware party observation. Key
insights relevant to the research were:
The origin of the brand

Figure 29 - Timeline for the Tupperware
party

Tupperware was founded in 1937 on the ability to provide a container that was airtight
and liquid-tight, and with the capability to be stored in the fridge. The seal itself
was their main focus, with inspiration found in existing paint containers. However,
Tupperware’s renowned direct selling party plan was developed later in 1951. Currently,
the demonstration of equipment and their educational party experience is their only sales
channel.
Figure 28 - Process the Tupperware party
followed

Organisation and party structure
The party seeks to motivate users and
follows a standard process, figure 28.
Two primary people organise and run the
party; a host and demonstrator. The host
is someone that is interested in having a
party and responsible for inviting friends
who may be interested in Tupperware’s
products. The demonstrator is employed by
Tupperware on a commission base to run
such parties, demonstrate, and sell their
products.
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Host
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Party Pack
Host
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Party Process
Run

Party

Participate

Friends

provides

Order Forms

Demonstrator

Catalogues

Friends

Friends

Order

Follow
Orders

collected

The demonstrator’s role
The image of the brand, and functionality of their products are portrayed through the role
of the demonstrator. They are responsible for the introduction of products and explanation
of specific features. They use the catalogue extensively throughout this process, and it
could be regarded as their ‘bible’. The cooking demonstrations provide insight on correct
applications and environments for each product, as well as the appropriate maintenance,
required to extend their life. Despite this, the sharing of personal experiences and
explanations of different uses is what truly engages the audience. As a result, participants
ask questions on the products that are demonstrated and show genuine interest to how
they work.

includes

Invites/Info

The Tupperware party is essentially an extended description of the brand and their
products. The party is structured so as to follow a logical narrative, figure 29. It is an
active environment that demonstrates examples of product use and emphasises specific
product features. The party is a social environment for participants to engage in, and this
social dimension is ultimately used as a means to sell their products.

Host

distributes

Party Timeline
- Demonstrator
- Tupperware

Introduction

- Origin of idea
- How sales point
originated

History
Introduce some
product ranges

- Using Tupperware

Cooking
demonstration
Guide audience
through catalogue

- Very detailed
- Reference to use

Take orders

Friends
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Figure 30 - Display set up for the
Tupperware party

Methods of user engagement
Tupperware engages their audience in a number of ways that align with their core selling
methods. During the party, the display of products is set up in a functional and easy to
view way, figure 30. The catalogue and all other promotional material support the idea of
learning from experiencing a demonstration of the use. Images throughout, present the
products in a household environment that depicts typical use. Products are displayed in
an environment that allows an immediate recognition to what it is, how it is used, and the
usefulness of the solution, figure 31.
In addition, Tupperware offer a custom kitchen planning service that is free and
unconditional of purchase. This can be considered a strategic extension of the
demonstration experience they provide. The notion of actually seeing the difference and
benefits provided by a complete system, or it’s being retrofitted.
Incentive based methods are used to install a sense of trust and relationship to the
brand. Lifetime guarantees are offered on all of their products, free gifts are provided to
all participants, and there is a degree of social pressure. Participants are encouraged to
purchase products based on their relationship to the host. They are frequently reminded
that the more they purchase the better discount their friend, the host, will receive.
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Figure 31 - Promotional material that
displays solutions in their typical
environment and use
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4.5.4 Questionnaires
Questionnaires were given out to all participants with one before and one after the party.
(See Appendix 4)
Questions before related to current perspectives and past experiences of their personal
storage behaviours and their motivation for attending. Questions after related to their
Tupperware experience, the products they saw, their purchasing decisions, and the effect it
had on their original views.
Seventeen participants completed questionnaires. These were profiled according to
demographic-based attributes and previous experience with Tupperware and their
products. An A3 page for each profile was created to group and find similarities across
the range of answers for each question. This provided a clear understanding of the most
common answers submitted by participants, figure 32.
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Right: Figure 32 - Process work that lead to
the profiling of answer and final summaries
of respondents answers
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Key insights relevant to the research were:
Reasons for attendance
Respondents attended the party for a number of reasons. A common reason was that
friends had invited them, they had a general interest in the products, or they wanted to
help with research. For example, respondents stated:

“Asked to attend by a friend.” Respondent 13
“I was telephoned to see if I would come.” Respondent 8
“Interested in new products.” Respondent 14
“To see what’s new.” Respondent 16
“To help with the research project.” Respondent 6

Other reasons included an interest in sustainable living, to replace a damaged lid, as well
as being forced to attend by his wife.

“Had a more practical advantage over the general storage containers,
with its freshness/air flow and ribbed bottom system.” Respondent 17
“The range that keeps vegetables crisp.” Respondent 8
“Provides longer storage.” Respondent 11
Other comments related to solutions that could be useful, benefit their lifestyle, or the
activities they engage in.
Appeal of product features
People are attracted to innovation and value added features. A common feature liked by
respondents was that they were durable and long lasting. For example, respondents stated:

“Have used Tupperware for many years and it lasts really well”
respondent 2
“They have lasted a long time.” Respondent 7
“Durable and long lasting.” Respondent 14

Appeal of product range
Respondents were attracted to solutions that preserved food better. The most common
range respondents suggested they would use was the ‘Fridge Smart Series.’ For example,
respondents stated:
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Other ‘likes’ described that ‘they are great for preservation’ and ‘they keep food fresh.’ They
were considered useful, seal, stack and store well, are clever and well designed, and easy to
use.
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The ultimate packaging experience
Common responses were related to the demonstrator and the cooking demonstration
provided. Respondents suggested the demonstrator was engaging, knowledgeable, fun
and honest. However, what was the most memorable and valued by respondents was
the explanation of product use and the sharing of personal experiences. For example,
respondents stated:

“I didn’t know how great Tupperware was.” Respondent 9
“I think they’re a lot more useful and would be able to be utilized in a
variety of ways.” Respondent 10
“I now really love Tupperware.” Respondent 5

4.5.5 Insights
“ The presenter was fun and honest and had some good views on her
personal use of different containers, which was very useful.”
Respondent 1
“An awesome presenter with a great sense of humour that had great tips
for Tupperware products.”
Respondent 2
“Watching the baking and seeing the products in action, also the
demonstration of unfamiliar items and explaining how they work.”
Respondent 13

Other reasons included a good layout that provided easy viewing of the demonstrator
and products, as well as the interesting historical background of the Tupperware brand
and their products. More importantly, the Tupperware party provided an experience that
changed the respondent’s perspectives in a positive way. For example, respondents stated:
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From this study, it is evident that:
- The brand was founded on a specific seal.
- The party has defined organisation and structural processes that are heavily
dependent on the role of the demonstrator.
- The brand attracts people through personal connections then engages them through
an experience, demonstrations, and incentives.
- People are attracted to solutions that preserve food well, are durable and have value
added features.
- Most importantly, the party provides an overall experience that is appealing to the
user, and can change their perspective of the brand in a positive way.
Such insights show that experience, interaction, and incentive based techniques can be
used to create a positive perspective. They are techniques that could be explored further
to understand how they could be applied and used. However, in terms of this research
it was identifying that a key position for Tupperware was placed on the performance
and perception of value given to their seal. Like the ‘packaging wants’ outlined in user
interviews, the seal is the critical aspect and which led this research to question, whether, or
not, all reusable storage solutions should have this focus.
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4.6 Competitive Product Survey
4.6.1 Intention
The Tupperware party displayed only one suite of reusable storage solutions. It is one
of the more recognised and trusted brands. However, it is part of an extensive range of
substitute products currently available in the market.
Following this idea it was decided to conduct a product survey to understand what
solutions are currently available in the market, their functions, and features.
4.6.2 Method
Two user-centred approaches outlined by IDEO (2003) were used to complete the survey.
This included a ‘competitive product survey’, as well as a ‘still-photo survey’. To collect
visual evidence for the ‘competitive product survey’, a ‘still-photo survey’ method was
used.
A ‘competitive product survey’ is described by IDEO (2003) to, “collect, compare, and
conduct evaluations of the products competition.” They believe it is a useful method that
can, “establish functional requirements, performance standards, and other benchmarks.”
Four different stores were involved in the survey. The range of currently available
reusable storage solutions was photographed by visiting each store. The stores included a
supermarket, a specialist storage solution store, a department store, as well as a high-end
kitchen supplies store. Each store had distinct products they offered, however, three of the
stores contained cross over’s in the same storage solutions offered. Surveyed solutions
were organized into certain typologies to identify functions, features, and trends, figure 33.
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Figure 33 - Photographed solutions broken
down into certain typologies
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4.6.3 Findings
Key insights relevant to this research related to:
Primary functions
A common trend was that all surveyed solutions primary function, in some form or
another, was storage. Specifically household solutions, mainly designed for the kitchen.
Each storage solution had a distinct function it provided and was designed for a specific
use. However, in regard to this research the products surveyed were to a large extent food
related.
Solutions primarily related to storage functions had three distinct forms. These were
either square, round, or iconic and were predominately made of plastic with some form of
transparency. Alternatively, high-end solutions enhanced their aesthetic appeal by utilising
other materials like glass, stainless steel, or ceramics. Amoung the various forms, square
solutions had a number of different physical characteristics. Solutions were sealed and
secured in a number of ways. Plastic or metal fasteners, vacuums, and a number of various
inserts and tabs assisted the opening, closing, sealing, and securing. In contrast, circular
solutions had similar characteristics, but also included the use of screw tops, figure 34.
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Right: Figure 34 - Evidence of square,
round, and iconic forms, high-end material,
plastic, metal, vacuum, and screw top seals
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Dispensing
Dispensing solutions corresponded to either dry, or liquid goods. Three methods were
identified to enable the dispensing of dry goods. For larger dry goods, there were various
pour functions with wide openings to dispense from. In contrast, smaller dry good
solutions incorporated a sprinkle type function with a series of small openings. However,
for the accurate dispensing of determined quantities, a range of mechanical solutions
existed, figure 35.
Liquids, on the other hand, had a variation of different sized openings. These were used
to pour from, as well as incorporate a number of different means to seal. Such solutions
incorporated a cap that sealed the outside, or inside surfaces of the various sized openings,
or nozzles. Others utilised a twist/turn, pivot, or tap to release an opening, whereas some
were not sealed at all, figure 36.

Top Right: Figure 35 - Examples of pour,
sprinkle, and mechanical dispensing
Bottom Right: Figure 36 - Examples of
twist, pivot, and cap sealed dispensing
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Extended functionality
The functionality of certain storage solutions was extended by a number of different
features. Solutions incorporated variations of handles that were either fixed, or retractable,
as well as a number of different styled vents. Such vents enabled these containers to be
used for heating, but also prolonged freshness. The vents themselves were a mix of twist,
pivot, and vacuum diaphragms, figure 37.
In addition, a number of different inserts provide enhanced qualities. This included smallelevated trays that sit on the base of the container. These enable food items to be stored
for longer by allowing the circulation of air. Similar trays were designed specifically to
enable steam cooking in a microwave. Not to mention, the number of solutions that act as
strainers, aid in dispensing of contents, and provide compartments of separation within the
container. There was evidence of a number of utensil related inserts, as well as a specific
metal insert that dealt with unwanted odour, figure 38.
Compartments were not just achieved through inserts. A number of solutions are
specifically designed to foster separation. Solutions such as lunch boxes and even
some thermoses have compartmentalised sections. These are used for the storage of
various utensils, as well as complimentary artefacts such as drink bottles, and seasoning
containers, figure 39.
Storage solutions go beyond just the container itself. Many solutions are now part of a
modular system that interact in innovative ways and have the ability to be stored together
in a variation of series. These solutions provide the means to secure lid-to-lid, containerto-container, and container and lid-to-container and lid series through snap/click, or screw
functions, figure 40.
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Figure 37 - Handles, Vents, and Vacuum
Diaphragms

Figure 38 - Various inserts

Figure 39 - Compartments

Figure 40 - Modular Systems
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Different approaches
It was evident that the different brands provided similar solutions. They incorporated the
same features, or attachments but done in a slightly different way. Despite this, observed
brands base solutions on a particular means of sealing and securing the lid. Examining
two popular brands complete range of solutions identified two different approaches. One
brand utilised the same compression seal with locking mechanisms to seal and secure all of
their range of solutions. However, this range is differentiated only by changes in form and
the addition of small features that change the functionality. The aesthetic characteristics
like texture, colour, transparency, and branding are consistent throughout the whole range,
figure 41. The other brand utilised an insert style, push to seal and secure lid throughout
their range. In contrast, they differentiate their solutions extensively. They introduce new
solutions on a seasonal basis that are released as a distinct set of solutions. The aesthetic
characteristics are unique for each set. They have a different texture, colour, transparency,
and branding to previous sets. Further, each set is designed for a specific type of
application, or use, figure 42.
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Right: Figure 42 - Example of a brand that
differentiates extensively
Below: Figure 41 - Evidence of a brand that
changes only small features
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Comparisons to dairy packaging
A number of insights became evident when comparing Fonterra’s dairy product packaging
to identified reusable solutions. A break down of Tupperware solutions revealed a
significant proportion of the brands products was made from polypropylene, recycling
code number 5, figure 43. Likewise, Fonterra’s polymer based dairy packaging is
predominately made from polypropylene, as well as many other solutions surveyed.

Below: Figure 43 - Breakdown of materials
used in the Tupperware range

KEY
Polypropylene
Polypropylene + other

Surveyed solutions incorporate a range
of features that increase the functionality
of the container for a range of different
uses. Specifically dispensing, vents,
handles, inserts, and compartment features.
Whereas, Fonterra’s 2L ice cream, and
1L yoghurt containers have features
designed only to enhance its intended use.
For instance, the yoghurt container has
grooved surfaces to assist in handling and
dispensing, as well as removable tabs to
help open its lid, figure 44.

Other
Polypropylene + low
density polyethylene
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Right: Figure 44 - Comparison of
reusable solution features that increase
the functionality for a range of uses, to
dairy packaging features that enhance
functionailty of inteded use
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It was apparent that all reusable storage solutions surveyed had a degree of transparency
that enables recognition of the contents inside. In contrast, Fonterra’s plastic consumer
brands packaging does not include such features due to the opaque materials and branding
used, figure 45.

Transparent
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Below: Figure 45 - Comparison of
transparent solutions, to opaque polymer
based Fonterra’s consumer brands
packaging

Opaque

Furthermore, a number of these storage solutions have a modular range that interacts and
works together as a system. Whereas, Fonterra’s packaging is distinct: while each solution
readily stacks they are not configured as a system, figure 46.

Modular

Below: Figure 46 - Comparison of modular
interacting solutions, to Fonterra’s readily
stackable packaging

Stackable
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4.6.4 Insights
In conclusion of this study it was evident that:
- Storage solutions primarily related to food are predominately made of plastic, are
square, round, iconic and have various means of sealing and securing.
- Solutions either store items, or are used to dispense liquids or dry goods.
- Additional features can extend functionality. Handles, vents, inserts, compartments,
and interactive systems provide enhanced qualities.
- Brands base their range of solutions on a particular method of sealing.
- Fonterra’s polymer based dairy packaging is the same material as many of the
observed reusable solutions.
- Fonterra’s packaging is designed only to enhance its intended use.
- It is not easy to identify the contents of an opaque polymer based dairy package.
- Fonterra’s packaging is distinct and does not work as a system.
The insights listed above, informed the industrial design stage that was carried out.
Notably, the discovery that ‘Fonterra’s polymer based dairy packaging is the same material
as many of the observed reusable solutions’ revealed that currently used packaging
materials potentially hold the same characteristics that purposed developed storage
solutions have, and charge a premium for.

5.0 Industrial Design Stage
5.1 Review Process
Following the completed fieldwork, a review process was conducted to achieve two goals.
First, identify any un-noted elements in the fieldwork to date. Second, identify any design
opportunities not yet noted.
An interdisciplinary design team of three was formed to assist in this process. Five stations
were set up that reflected the various investigations that were carried out. These included:
- Supermarket pilot study
- Fonterra consumer brands
- User observations
- User Interviews
- Experience based storage solution party
At each station, the findings for each investigation were presented. This included
identifying the intention of each investigation, what methods of investigations were
used, how they were conducted, and any synthesis that had been completed. Each station
visually communicated the findings in a single place that provided a sense of the whole
investigation. The material was presented on large panels, with an assortment of photos
and text.
The task given to the design team was to take notes, draw insights, and identify questions
and interesting facts about what they interpreted. Following this, the team presented their
individual findings and a discussion took place about what they had found. Although
similar insights were found, the members of the team did identify different insights that
had not yet been considered.
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These included the following:
Supermarket pilot study
- Dairy product packing is a platform of colour.
- Packaging includes seasonal themes; their images better describe flavours, as opposed
to typography.
- Between brands there is a lack of standardisation for product classifications. For
instance, full bodied, lite, and trim categories.
- There is a lack of knowledge for best practice in relation to materials, costs, processes,
and ability to recycle.
- It is difficult to identify an appropriate method of disposal.
- Date stamps and health endorsements are not emphasised or understood.
Fonterra Consumer Brands
- There is a misalignment of values between different brands. For example, lite ice
cream had health endorsements, whereas similar dairy products like lite yoghurt did not.
- The current method for communicating volumes between different products means
very little. Emphasis is placed on the metric volume, as opposed to the number of
servings that are easier to relate to.
User Observations
- It is evident we live in a world of packaging.
- Within the kitchen, no one has enough space, and there is no sense of inventory.
- Organisation does not necessarily make things easier to find.
User Interviews
- There is an issue of trust in regard to current recycling systems.
- People actively reuse packaging, but there is concern over potential hygiene and
health issues.
- People lack the necessary packaging knowledge to make informed decisions on
appropriate packaging options that will have benefit for the environment.
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Tupperware Party
- They are a brand trying to be the very best.
- Their direct selling, demonstrations, and targeted use solutions truly creates a unique
experience.
- People engage and immerse themselves within the brand and use their solutions in
every aspect of their life.
5.1.1 Reflection
In conclusion, the review process was a critical part of the research. The process helped
consolidate the indeterminacy of insights gathered from each study. More importantly, it
assisted in taming the problem, or setting the design tasks for the development process.
The task of organising each studies material into a single station was beneficial. It
demanded clarity of intention, method, and findings. The process forced the study to be
well defined and easy to interpret. The design team involved provided new insight and
direction to the project. Designers from different backgrounds acknowledged different
insights that were overlooked. More importantly, they enabled critical discussions to
take place. The findings for each station were discussed, which helped confirm already
identified insights. However, it was the discussions that addressed design opportunities that
were of real value. The ability to present all the material found to date and determine the
most beneficial area of focus.
Although the review process did add value, it could be improved. The design team that
was formed could have been extended. The team could have involved a number of
stakeholders from related industries and disciplines. This would open the research to a
wider perspective, as well as significantly influence the direction that was taken.
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5.2 Initial design focus

The design process up until now found insights related to:
- Polymer based dairy packaging currently available in the market.
- The household’s consumption, storage, and packaging end life behaviours.
- Users perspectives, behaviours, needs, wants, and preferences for dairy product
packaging.
- Experience based storage solution marketing.
- Currently available, reusable storage solutions, their functions and features.
How can these insights be translated into possible (product) innovation? Returning to the
supermarket what opportunities could be investigated that would repurpose the Fonterra
packaging solutions so they embodied the sustainable values integral to the food products
with which they are filled.
Keen to explore solutions that would fully change Fonterra, but not develop into more
system changes such as bulk refilling options. Although beneficial in reducing packaging,
it would require a whole system change. The entire process users are accustomed to would
change along with their associated behaviours. It would require agreement and action from
all involved stakeholders. Suppliers and distributors would have to change the current way
their products are produced, distributed, stored, and sold.
Hence the product development focus for this research is directed at how the current
container solutions can be improved. Specifically how could they be infused with the
sustainable values that did not require different production, distribution, and storage systems?
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Therefore, reuse opportunities remained the primary focus with three reuse options
identified. These are:
First, innovative ways to reuse packaging in its original state through different forms of
prompts, education, or awareness that encouraged certain craft, or repurpose activities.
Second, innovative attachments that repurpose the function of the original packaging that
further extends the range of use as a single product, or combined system.
Third, a complete redesign of existing polymer based dairy packaging solution to include
an intended second use, different from its primary function, to store and hold dairy
products.
The first and second approaches were identified, and both selected as the most appropriate
approaches to take. The reason behind this decision was based on the ability to investigate
and pursue such approaches without active client engagement. Both approaches can
be pursued without industry engagement as they seek innovative ways to encourage
reuse possibilities without changing what already exists. The third approach, however,
focuses on the redesign of existing solutions that would require some form of industry
engagement. Specifically have permission to redesign their products, as well as their
support to assist new developments.
The decision not to investigate reuse solutions discussed in the third approach was
influenced by the limited interest shown from ideal industry partners. It is an area that if
explored could generate innovative reuse solutions. However, such solutions could require
complete system changes. New solutions would potentially require a change in production,
distribution, storage, and supply. They would be extensive changes and would require full
support from industry partners and all involved stakeholders to pursue.
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Alternatively, industry engagement would not be required to explore solutions that
facilitate reuse potential for existing polymer based dairy packaging. It is not necessary to
get industry approval, and support to create solutions that work with existing solutions.
They can be developed in isolation as this research has proven. More importantly, this
approach does not limit industry partners to only the dairy industry but could attract
interest from various industries related to household storage solutions. The nature of the
outcomes mean they could be adopted by any industry interested.
The Fonterra solutions to be explored included existing packaging solutions that can be
classified as a polymer container. The intention to explore possible product innovation
leads this research to take the second approach. Returning to the analysis of Fonterra’s
consumer brands, containers were selected based on agreed potential. The design team
selected containers on certain characteristics. The container had to be durable, have the
ability to incorporate some form of attachment, and have the potential to be repurposed
for a number of environments and applications. Out of Fonterra’s consumer brands
packaging range the 2L Ice Cream and 1L Yoghurt containers met this criteria. These
containers were selected to be the focal point for an innovative attachment centred round
some form of lid, figure 47.

Right: Figure 47 - Selected containers from
Fonterra’s consumer brands
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Identification

5.3 Systems Architecture

Aesthetics
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Tactility
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Tip Top 2L Ice Cream
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Labeling
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create

provide

A ’systems architecture’ was discussed to help identify characteristics to be considered
while designing reuse solutions for selected dairy packaging. The characteristics that were
considered appropriate were mapped out according to the research findings, figure 48.
It included, the different environments and applications it will be subjected to. The ability
to house frozen, fresh, and dry food, liquids, and miscellaneous items like toys and tools.
To remain safe and stable in a fridge, freezer, dishwasher, pantry, draw, or outside setting.
But also withstand the different processes of freezing, thawing, heating, and cooling. It
must accommodate different interactions such as multiple users, lid-to-lid, containerto-container, or container to lid relationships. Stacking for lids, containers, or sealed
container and lid series. The seal that connects the solution has to be functional, reliable,
and fit to existing systems. The solution should consider various means that stretch, insert,
clicks, locks, or even vacuums. The solution should contain some form of identification for
the contents inside. It has to include some degree of transparency, some form of labelling
system, or a combination of both. Appropriate material selection has to be considered in
regard to the polymers that will be used. It has to incorporate and assist in providing an
acceptable level of durability that will enable repetitive use. Further, it has to take into
consideration the aesthetic value it contains, and the colour, texture, or type of tactility it
will incorporate.

connect

Interactions

enable

Mulitple Users
Lid to Lid
Container to Container
Lid to Container
Series

adapt

withstand

Multiple Uses

Right: Figure 48 - Systems Architecture
Map
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5.4 Study of Potential Seals
5.4.1 First focus for development process
The ‘Systems Architecture’ was essentially a map, or checklist of what the solution should
deliver. An initial focus was determined to initialise the ideation process. User interviews
identified the greatest concern for the use of a storage container was in regard to the
quality of seal, and its reliability.
With this in mind, the primary focus was centred on exploring the possibilities to create
a sufficient seal to the selected dairy containers. This prompted a reflection on the
comparative product study to identify the different means of how different seals were
created.
5.4.2 Product sample analysis
Product samples from the competitive product survey consisted of 13 solutions, which
mapped the range of existing seal possibilities available, figure 49. The handling and
discussion of samples led to the conclusion of how to make an informed decision on an
appropriate seal system. The design team decided that samples should be tested against
each other.
Right: Figure 49 - Collection of product
samples
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An evaluation criterion was formulated based on values and characteristics found
necessary to users. The evaluation included a weighting system based on 8 criteria. A
product sheet was created for all 13 samples that evaluated each sample against such
criteria. Specifically the ability to open, close and seal, the recognition, quality, and
reliability of a correct seal, the durability of the system, its ability to be cleaned, and
whether it is microwave, dishwasher, or freezer safe, figure 50.
Each weighting score was based on comparisons to the other samples tested. It involved
a process that utilised a range of methods that enabled the scores to be calculated. The
weighting for the ability to open, close, and seal was calculated by handling and testing
samples from a users perspective. The recognition of a correct seal was judged on either an
audible, or visual cue that identified a seal had been achieved. The quality and reliability
of the seal was tested through a liquid test. Samples were filled with water, held upside
down, then subjected to a squeeze and drop test, as well as being frozen then thawed,
figure 51. The durability of the system was based on the perceived life of the sample, the
type of moving parts, and the possible failure points. The ability to be cleaned, focused
on whether, or not, food, or residue could be trapped and not removed easily. Finally, the
characteristics outlining whether the sample was microwave, dishwasher, or freezer safe
was determined solely on the information provided on the sample, or its packaging.
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Description:

Sample Number:

Ability to open:

Easy

Hard

Ability to close and seal:

Easy

Hard

Recognition of correct seal:

Easy

Hard
Audible

Visual

Quality of seal:

Good

Bad

Reliability of seal:

Good

Bad

Durability of the system:

Good

Bad

Ability to clean:

Easy

Hard

Microwave

Dishwasher

Freezer

Safe

Above: Figure 50 - Product sample
evaluation template
Right: Figure 51 - Product testing process
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Product Sample
1

Easy to Use

8

2
2

1

11
4

9

5

This study became a test with which the researcher was disciplined to closely study each
solution in turn, on its merits. It redefined the spread of possibilities in the samples, as
well as provided a more detailed knowledge of what was and was not possible for the
researcher.

6

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

Inefficient

3

9
10

3
8

Efficient

The tests presented similar results, figure 52. The resultant weightings for each sample
provided a clear understanding of two areas. First, a perspective on utility judged by a
user. Second, efficiency determined by the seals characteristics of the sample itself. To
identify the stronger solution, the sample that scored well in both usability and efficiency
were identified. Each of the 13 samples tested where mapped on matrices based on the two
areas discussed, figure 53. The samples that scored well in both areas were 7, and 13. A
large insert, and vacuum seal solution.

13

7

12

Right: Figure 53 - Product sample matrices
7

Page 130: Figure 52 - Examples of the
Product sample test results. For full results.
(See Appendix 5)
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5.4.3 Exploration of potential seals

Insert Seal

Band Adaptor

Clip Mechanism

Locking Mechanism

Flexible Pull Down Tab

2 Part Harness System

The general understanding gained from product testing provided knowledge on different
methods of sealing. Such knowledge was used to scope the range of potential sealing
possibilities for the selected dairy containers.
The range of possibilities explored was not to identify and replicate exactly how other
solutions had done it, but to understand the function and purpose each feature provided.
Sketches initially mapped out potential seal concepts, outlining what would enter and exit
the proposed system. A range of scenarios was developed based on the different features
purpose and functions that were identified. This was refined to a set of 6 potential means
to create a seal, figure 54.
This included, an insert styled seal that mates the container by the interconnection of a
male and female cavity. A band adaptor that unites the container, and lid through a totally
enclosed join. A Locking mechanism that secures the lid and container mechanically,
utilizing the rim feature of the container. A flexible pull-tab similarly secures the container
and lid by the deformation of the tab. Still utilizing the rim feature of the container, but
not through a mechanical mechanism. A clip styled mechanism that integrated and secured
the lid and container by an external clip. Finally, a two-part harness styled system that
utilizes a cradle and mechanical, locking mechanism. A harness that holds the container,
and a locking mechanism that secures the lid mechanically.

Right: Figure 54 - 6 Potential seals
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5.4.4 Assessment of possibilities
From the original six concepts, only two were identified with potential to explore further.
Certain concepts were ruled out based on certain research insights, ergonomics, and the
characteristics of the dairy packaging itself.
The clip styled mechanism contained a number of flaws. It was characterised as a fidgety,
potentially small component. Deemed hard to use for a number of users with troubled
hands and fingers. The clip itself is a separated item from the lid and given its size, posed a
risk of misplacement and potential issue for storage.
The two-part harness styled system was also flawed. It was determined overly complex
with too many parts. The system was identified as inconvenient for use especially in regard
to the containers cradle. For multiple and regular use, the process involved to reposition
the unsecured cradle each time to secure the lid, would become a nuisance for the user.
Further, the number of parts the system would involve, as well as the mechanical locking
mechanisms would create difficulty in regard to the ability to clean.
An insert styled seal had mixed opinions. It was favored because the simplicity of the
sealing mechanism and ease of use. Products that were tested showed evidence that
insert styled seals were reliable. However, the insert examples that displayed the best
performance had a high level of rigidity. Specifically designed inserts and cavities
interlocked with the assistance of deforming silicon-based materials. If this were to
be replicated for dairy containers, it would require a high level of accuracy, with little
margin of tolerances. Understanding that existing dairy packaging is susceptible to easy
deformation, the high level of accuracy would be hard to achieve.
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The Band adaptor was one of the two concepts identified with potential to explore further.
The band has the capability to conform to deformation of the container and the potential
to adapt to a range of similar shaped alternatives. Further, it creates its own sealing
platform for the lid itself. The application and removal of the lid emulates a natural
movement of peel to remove, or pull to seal. However, the band is a separated part that
would require a lot of handling and potentially inconvenient. Despite this, the design team
identified the ideas behind this concept to be strong and warranted further exploration.
The other concept selected for further exploration was a mix between the locking type
mechanism and the flexible pull-tab. Both concepts have the ability to create a secure
fastening onto the existing dairy packaging. They utilise a trusted and valued method of
fastening that was identified in user interviews. A specific user acknowledged the locking
mechanism worked well to create a secure seal, as well as visual recognition of a correct
seal. In addition, product testing revealed
the compression seal achieved through
certain locking mechanisms, created an
acceptable seal. Both dairy containers
contain substantial rim features that could
enable some form of locking mechanism,
hence the reason to explore this potential
further, figure 55.

Figure 55 - Dairy containers rim feature
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5.4.5 Characteristics of a good seal
The characteristic of what makes a good seal was identified to explore the potential
concept areas. Three interrelated characteristics emerged from assessing the product
samples and the tests that were conducted.
In order to create a sufficient seal, the solution must contain a valid surface to create good
compression against, or airtight seal under pressure. Alternatively, an insert seal must have
a relatively large rigid male component, the cavity section semi-rigid with the ability to
deform and secure a tight compression on the insert. In addition, both alternatives must
have a sufficient means of securing the seal by some form of locking mechanism.
5.4.6 Dairy containers potential
Identifying the opportunity to facilitate the characteristics of a good seal within the
identified dairy containers, further refined the scope of possibilities. The yoghurt and ice
cream containers both contain small semi-rigid male components of an insert seal. In
contrast, the ideal characteristics identified to create a sufficient and reliable insert seal are
the complete opposite, figure 56.
Despite this, both containers contain substantial surfaces to create a sufficient
compression, or airtight seal. The containers both contain a rim feature that could facilitate
a compression seal on the topside; however, the release tabs that assist in removing the lid
create a gap that restricts the potential for a continuous seal. Alternatively, both containers
have a solid and continuous inner surface that has potential for an airtight seal, figure 57.
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Above: Figure 56 - Comparison of
ideal insert seal characteristics to dairy
containers
Right: Figure 57 - Dairy containers release
tabs and inner surface
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5.4.7 Inner surface potential
A focus to explore the potential of an airtight seal on the containers inner-surface was
initiated. This was decided through an understanding of the potential difficulty to create
a sufficient insert seal given the characteristics of the dairy containers. In addition, the
difficulty to create a compression seal on the non-continuous, topside rim feature.
Examples from the product study were identified to create an airtight seal on the
container’s inner surface. In order to achieve this, a silicon-based wiper styled seal was
found. The seal works when the lid is pushed on, and the silicon wiper deforms and creates
an airtight seal against the inner surface, figure 58. This seal provided acceptable results of
a quality seal during testing but did contain an issue of reliability, figure 59. The specific
product used the wiper seal to secure the lid under vacuum. As a result, when dropped,
the vacuum alone could not secure the lid, allowing it to break open. With this in mind,
solutions were explored that utilised the wiper styled seal, with a different means of
securing the lid.

Above: Figure 59 - Sample 4 test results
Right: Figure 58 - Silicon-based wiper
styled seal
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BAND ADAPTOR
LIMITED INTERCHANGE SOLUTION

POTENTIAL FOR
VARIOUS FUNCTION
LIDS

MULTIPLE INTERCHANGE SOLTUION
LIDS CAN BE
INTERCHANGED

5.5 Concept Development
5.5.1 Initial concepts
FLEXIBLE
SILICON
BAND

The original two concepts selected to be explored further utilised new insights. The
potential seal that could be achieved on the inner surface of the containers were
incorporated. Both concepts were developed and prototyped through sketching.
Concept 1 was a Band Adaptor, figure 60. The solution utilised a silicon band to secure
the lid to the container. The cross section of the band displays how the seal is created.
An airtight seal is created on the inner surface of the container, locked in place using
the rim feature of the container. The silicon band itself creates a platform for the lid to
form a compression seal against it, locked in place using a locking system similar to the
containers. Discussed earlier, the silicon band has the ability to conform to any small
deformations of the container and maintain a sufficient seal. The process of interchanging
lids simulates a users natural movement. To install a lid, the band is pulled over the lids
undercut feature and to remove, the band is peeled off. The sketches display two different

CROSS SECTION

RIGID SILICON TO
ENABLE LOCKING
AND SEAL

types of bands, a multiple, and limited interchange solution. The limited interchange
solution has a continuous pull-tab locking feature. Whereas, the multiple interchange
solution, has a sectioned pull-tab locking mechanism that secures just the corners.
Right: Figure 60 - Band Adaptor concept
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BAND
REMAINS
FIXED TO
CONTAINER

BAND ATTACHES
LID TO EXISTING
CONTAINER

FLEXIBLE
SECTIONS TO
ENABLE USE

BAND CREATES A
PLATFORM FOR A
COMPRESSION SEAL

PULL TABS ASSIST THE
REMOVAL OF BANDS AND
INSERTION OF LIDS
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FLEXIBLE PULL TAB
POTENTIAL FOR
VARIOUS FUNCTION
LIDS

PUSH ON LID
FLEXIBLE
SILICON
JOINT

4 PULL
TABS

Concept 2 was a Flexible Pull Tab, figure 61. This concept incorporated the inner surface
wiper seal identified in the seal testing. The reliability issue of the tested seal prompted the
addition of a combined locking and flexible pull-tab mechanism. When the lid is pushed
down, the wiper seal creates an airtight seal on the inner surface of the container. The
tabs are pulled down and locked onto the undercut feature of the containers rim. This is a
common and trusted method that ensures the lid is secured.

USES EXISTING
RIM FEATURE FOR
LOCKING

CROSS SECTION
PULL DOWN TAB
TO LOCK

The two initial prototyped sketches presented to the team prompted lively discussions. The
design team was able to discuss and challenge certain features of the concepts, as well as
identify and suggest potential changes. The value this level of communication provided
was beneficial to the process; specifically the ability to, visualise and understand concepts
well.

OR

COMPRESSION
SEAL

FLEXIBLE
JOINT
UNDERCUT OF
TAB LOCKS
ONTO RIM
SILICON
WIPER
SEAL

Right: Figure 61 - Flexible Pull Tab concept
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FINGER
GRIP

DEFORMS AND
SEALS TO OUTER
RIM PROFILE

CREATES SEAL
WHEN PUSHED
DOWN
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FLEX BANDS

5.5.2 Concept Exploration
The initial concepts served well as a starting point, however, in regard to the intention
of this research the limit of the scope should not be restricted, but explored further.
Although, the method of creating a sufficient inner surface seal had been identified and
explored in-depth, the focus was shifted to increasing its reliability. The team decided, to
thoroughly explore the ability to secure a lid to the dairy containers. Emphasis was placed
on exploring how the user would use it, as well as the different users, their limitations, and
convenience. The goal was to challenge normal methods, and consider different means to
achieve the same function and beyond. It was acknowledged that a method of securing
the lid could extend the capabilities and function of the lid, but also provide enhanced
reliability. Inspiration was sourced from the competitive product survey, as well as an
investigation of examples outside the scope of the household market. Four additional
concepts were developed and prototyped through sketching.
Concept 3 was the Flex Band, figure 62. The concept was an extension of the Flexible Pull
Tab concept. It utilises a similar method of securing, to pull and lock. However, adjustable
trailer straps inspired the idea for the band, figure 63. They fasten to certain attachment
points using hooks, are adjustable in size, and secure things well to the trailer. The Flex
Band replicates those functions, it fastens to lid attachment points by a hooked tab, is
adjustable in size through silicon material that has the capability to stretch, and secures
the lid to the container. An airtight seal is created using a silicon wiper seal on the inner
surface. However, the lid and band extend past its intended function. Small features on the
top and underside of the lid enable lids to be stacked together in series. Further, the band
enables container and lid series to be stacked securely, as well as used as a handle.
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BANDS ARE STRETCHED
AND HOOKED ONTO LID
ATTACHMENTS

LID LOCKING
MECHANISM

FLEXIBLE
SILICON
BAND
ATTACHMENT
POINTS

BANDS CAN
BE USED
AS HANDLES

CROSS SECTION
UNDERSIDE OF LID

SECURE LIDS TOGETHER

TOPSIDE OF LID
HOOK

Above: Figure 63 - Adjustable trailer straps
Right: Figure 62 - Flex Bands concept
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WIPER
SEAL
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VACUUM SEAL
FLEXIBLE
SILICON
BAND JOINT

Concept 4 was the Vacuum Seal, figure 64. This concept was developed around trying
to achieve a strong user-friendly push to seal lid. The focus was a simplified movement
that could be achieved by any user, despite any physical limitations they might have.
Inspiration came from testing a product sample that incorporated a vacuum seal
mechanism, figure 65. The lid had a silicon compression seal with locking tabs to secure.
However, not using the locking tabs and pressing the lid to create the vacuum, a secure
seal was achieved. The concept replicates a similar seal to what was discovered. It utilises
the same type of diaphragm to create a vacuum, but to increase its functionality includes a
flexible silicon band joint. This enables the whole centre of the lid to be depressed creating
a vacuum, as well as provide visual recognition that the container is sealed. An airtight
seal is created on the inner surface of the container via the silicon wiper seal. To release
the vacuum and remove the lid, the diaphragm lid is lifted, and corner tabs assist the
removal of the unsealed lid.

CENTRE SINKS CREATING
A VACUUM THROUGH THE
DIAPRHAM

LID TAB
ENABLE
REMOVAL
OF LID

PRESSURE IS
APPLIED TO
CENTRE TO
CREATE
VACUUM SEAL

DIAPHRAM SYSTEM TO
CREATE VACUUM SEAL

CROSS SECTION
A CHANGE IN
PROFILE WOULD
ENABLE STACKING
OF LIDS

Above: Figure 65 - Vacuum Seal from
product sample

SILICON
WIPER
SEAL

LIFT DIAPHRAM
LID TO RELEASE
VACUUM SEAL

LID IS SECURED
BY VACUUM

Right: Figure 64 - Vacuum Seal concept
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FOLDING BAND
POTENTIAL FOR
VARIOUS FUNCTION
LIDS

UNSEALED

PULL TABS ASSIST THE
UNFOLDING AND SEALING
OF THE LIDS BAND

JOINED
FLEXIBLE
SILICON
BAND

Concept 5 was the Folding Band, figure 66. The concept aims to simplify a similar function
the original band adaptor incorporated. The focus was to incorporate the same method
of securing the lid, but integrated and simplified into a single component. The lid has a
flexible silicon band that is attached to the lid and sits in a folded position. The band itself
has an undercut feature that when unfolded, can secure the lid to the rim feature of the
container. Pull-tabs assist the unfolding of the band to secure the lid, as well as folding
the band to unseal and remove the lid. This emphasises a natural hand movement to fold
or unfold. An airtight seal is created by the silicon wiper seal on the inner surface of
the container, as well as the folding band providing a small compression seal on the rim
feature.

CROSS SECTION

SEALED

FLEXIBLE
JOINT

UNSEALING
FLEXIBLE
JOINT

SILICON
WIPER
SEAL

Right: Figure 66 - Folding Band concept
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SQUEEZE BAND
LATCH

FLEXIBLE
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ENABLE
SQUEEZE

JOINED
FLEXIBLE
SILICON
BAND

Concept 6 was the Squeeze Band, figure 67. Inspired by a circular clamp, the concept
explores a means to enlist a squeezing action. The circular clamp has an open wide
circumference that tightens and seals when the clamp is shut, figure 68. The concept
simulates the same movement through a flexible silicon band. The band is attached to the
lid. In its open state, it has a wider circumference than the containers rim feature, allowing
the lid to be shut. The pull clip functions like the clamp. When pulled and secured, the
circumference of the band is tightened around the container. The bands undercut feature
secures the lid to the rim feature of the container. An airtight seal is created on the inner
surface by a silicon wiper seal. However, to remove the lid, the clip is released allowing the
band to extend and detach from the containers rim.

PULL CLIP ACROSS TO
SQUEEZE BAND, LOCK
CLIPAND SECURE LID

PULL CLIP

CROSS SECTION

FLEXIBLE
JOINT

Above: Figure 68 - Circular clamp
Right: Figure 67 - Squeeze Band concept
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5.5.3 Concept Assessment
The six concepts were presented to the design team to analyse. The focus was to limit the
scope of possibilities into a single concept to further develop. To inform the development
of a final concept, the team discussed and broke down each concept. Certain features on
each concept that were considered a strength or weakness were highlighted. The following
graphics display how each concept was broken down, figure 69.

FLEXIBLE
SECTIONS TO
ENABLE USE

RIGID SILICON TO
ENABLE LOCKING
AND SEAL

Strengths

Weaknesses

- Separation of materials for
end-life disassembly
- The potential for various function
lids
- The ability to adapt to small
deformations
- The platform it creates for a
compression seal
- The sectioned tabs that secure just
the corners and enables easier
interchanges
- Uses the rim feature to secure the
lid

- The intense application process
for installing a band
- The potential difficulty to remove
a lid
- The inconvenience for regular use

Strengths

Weaknesses

- The simplicity to secure lid
- A known system for users
- The potential for various function
lids
- Uses the rim feature to secure the
lid

- Integration of materials for
end-life behaviour
- Small tabs could prove difficult
for some users
- Potentially time consuming to use
- Number of parts involved
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Above: Key for following images
Right: Figure 69 - Broken down concepts
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FOLDING BAND
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- Separation of materials for
end-life disassembly
- Simplicity of the system
- Number of parts
- The extended interactions it can
enable
- Carrying capabilities

- Inconvenience of use
- The required lifting of the
container to install band
- Potential weakness of the silicon
locking mechanism
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- The potential for various function
lids
- The method of securing
- The natural hand movement used
to open and close
- Uses the rim feature to secure the
lid

- Integration of materials for
end-life disassembly
- Inconvenience to secure and
remove all four sides

Strengths

Weaknesses

- The potential for various function
lids
- The singular locking mechanism
- Uses the rim feature to secure the
lid

- Integration of materials for
end-life disassembly
- Small clip could prove difficult
for some users
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5.5.4 Concept Refinement
Following the concept breakdown, six key design criteria were selected to incorporate into
a single concept. This included:

Figure 70 - Silicon wiper seal

Figure 71 - Single motion seal

Figure 72 - Space for extended features

Figure 73 - Separation of materials

Figure 74 - Natural movements

Figure 75 - Not over engineered

- The silicon wiper seal that utilises the inner surface of the container to create an
airtight seal, figure 70.
- Provide the ability to create a single motion seal by the user, figure 71.
- Reserve enough space on the lid to enable potential for various functioned lids,
figure 72.
- Ensure the separation of materials for end life disassembly, figure 73.
- Incorporate a natural users movement to push down to secure, and pull up to
remove, figure 74.
- Do not over engineer the solution, secure only what is required, figure 75.
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NATURAL MOVEMENT

This criteria was explored in concept 7, titled the Corner Tab, figure 76.
The concept is simplified and not over engineered. It challenges the need to secure all four
sides; only two corners secure the lid. The corner tabs enable a single motion seal that is
effortless for the user. The lid is pushed on with two hands. The two corner tabs are pushed
down and folded onto the rim feature of the container following the natural movement of
the hand. This secures and locks the lid in place. The silicon wiper seal creates an airtight
seal on the inner surface of the container, as well as a compression seal on the topside
of the containers rim feature. To remove the lid, two hands are used in a reverse, single
motion. Both tabs are pulled up, or unfolded, releasing the lid from the rim feature. To
enable the separation of materials for end-life disassembly, an alternative, insert corner tab
was developed. This is shown in the cross section and provides the same function.

FOLD CORNER UP TO
RELEASE LID

FOLD CORNER DOWN TO
SECURE LID

CROSS SECTION
SECURED STATE

NORMAL STATE

ATTACHED TO
OUTSIDE OF LID
SILICON
WIPER
SEAL

Right: Figure 76 - Corner Tab concept
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5.6 Experience Prototyping
5.6.1 Initial prototype
A rapid prototype was created to get a better understanding of the concept itself and to
envisage if it would work. The prototype was simplified and did not include all the features
of the sketched prototype. However, it was an exploration of function, and validation of
the idea. IDEO (2003) believe that experience prototyping is useful in the development
process and suggest it can, “reveal unanticipated issues or needs, as well as evaluating
ideas.”
Simple methods were used to create the prototyped model. The Corner Tab solution was
prototyped to scale for the 2L ice cream container. It utilised vacuum forming, and 2-part
mold manufacturing techniques. The lid was developed using a vacuum formed mold.
The mold was created using cut out sections from an ice cream container bonded together
on an elevated plate. The silicon corner tabs were created using a 2-part mold. In order
to create the mold to fill with silicon, a replica part had to be made. A corner tab was
developed molding builders fill over the corner profile of the container and lid. Following
this, it was shaped to its desired profile, waxed and covered with builders fill to create the
mold. On completion of the 2-part mold, silicon was poured, and the part was created,
figure 77.
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Right: Figure 77 - Prototyping process
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All parts were assembled, and a final prototype was created, figure 78. Test fitting the
lid to the container showed that it worked as envisaged, figure 79. However, the model
did raise some concerns. Questions were raised over the ability of the silicon corner tab
to have the rigidity to maintain a reliable seal. Another concern was whether, or not, the
silicon would take its folded state and function according to the concept.
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Right: Figure 79 - Corner Tab lid testing
Below: Figure 78 - Prototyped Corner Tab
lid
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Above: Figure 80 - Secured by undercut

When tested, the modelled prototype
worked as envisaged. The concept
performed beyond expectations and even
enhanced the simplicity of use. To install
the lid required a single downward push,
the corners would flex out and secure to
the rim feature. Alternatively to remove
the lid, both corners are pulled, which
would flex out the corners and release it
from the container, figure 83. The concept
was extensively simplified and integrated
into one part through the exploration of
physical modelling.

Below: Figure 81 - Broken down concepts

Top right: Figure 82 - Protoyped concept

5.6.2 Physical Modelling Insight
Despite concerns, the exploration of physical modelling discovered a critical insight.
During the process of vacuum forming the lid, we found it difficult to remove the formed
plastic off the mold. The plastic had created a small undercut feature that had secured it to
the mold incredibly well, figure 80. This raised curiosity to whether, or not, the function
provided by the corner tabs, could be integrated into a singular part.
Following this idea, an extra base raised the original mold with cut away corners, figure
81. This was done to enable the vacuum former to pull the plastic into the removed corner
and form an emphasised undercut feature. Once the plastic was formed, the corners were
shaped to a functional profile similar to the original corner tabs, figure 82. They had an
undercut feature that secured to the rim feature of the container, as well as a pull-tab that
could be used to flex the corners and release the lid.

Right: Figure 83 - Concept testing
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FLEX CORNER

5.6.3 Refined Concept
Based on the prototyped model, the Flex Corner, concept 8 was styled, developed, and a
sketched prototype was created, figure 84. The sketches included how the silicon wiper
seal would be incorporated, as well as the appropriate profile needed for the corners. A
1:1 scale CAD model of the concept was created for both containers. This enabled test
assemblies to be produced and provided a means to realistically communicate the concept,
figure 85.

POTENTIAL FOR VARIOUS
FUNCTION LIDS

LID IS PUSHED ON

Right: Figure 84 - Flex Corner concept
Below: Figure 85 - CAD model renderings
FLEX
CORNER
2 FLEX CORNERS ENABLES
NATURAL USE OF TWO
HANDS THAT FOLLOWS A
NATURAL MOVEMENT

FLEX CORNERS
DEFORM OUTWARD
OVER RIM FEATURE

CROSS SECTION
2 HAND RELEASE TO OPEN

DEFORMED
SILICON
SEAL
SILICON
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SECURES
ONTO
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FLEX CORNER DEFORMS
AS LID IS PUSHED ON

FLEX CORNERS ARE
PULLED OUTWARD TO
RELEASE UNDERCUT
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5.7 Suite of Possibilities
5.7.1 Research intention
The development of concept 8, the Flex Corner, addressed a number of characteristics
outlined in the systems architecture. Specifically a sufficient seal for the 2L ice cream and
1kg yoghurt container, as well as enables user-friendly interactions for multiple users.
Despite this, the goal of the research is not to find the correct single answer, but create
the unimagined. The insights gained throughout the research translated to three areas of
requirements, needs, or wants. Concepts were developed to explore these areas.
Key areas that were explored related to:
5.7.2 Identification and removal of branding
The identification of a container’s contents and the removal of existing dairy products
branding was important to users. It was suggested in interviews that the existing branding
displayed an old message that they did not want visible. This was supported by the level
of public display these containers had within the household. It was observed that people
label the contents of storage solutions in a number of ways, as well as have a preference
for transparent solutions. Further, it was evident that all reusable storage solutions on the
market have a degree of transparency, figure 86.
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Right: Figure 86 - Identification, level of
public display, and transparency evidence
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BRANDING BAND
PROVIDES POTENTIAL FOR VARIOUS MEANS TO
ASSIST IDENTIFICATION OF CONTAINER CONTENTS
A SILICON BAND THAT BREAKS UP THE
ORIGINAL BRANDING, DISGUISING THE OLD
MESSAGE THE CONTAINER PORTRAYED.

COLOUR CODED BANDS WITH
POTENTIAL FOR NEW BRANDING

Two concepts are presented that facilitate the need to identify the contents of a container,
hide an old message, and change the level of public display.
The first concept was the ‘Branding Band’, figure 87. It is essentially a silicon band that
is applied to break up the visual recognition of the existing branding. It provides extra
handling capabilities and three alternatives to assist in the identification of contents.
Colour coding, embossed labels, or erasable marker sleeves incorporated into the band,
provide the means to label the container.
The second concept was the ‘Branding Sleeve’, figure 88. It involves a removable plastic
sleeve that covers all of the existing branding. The range of themed sets could include
various designed graphics, to cater for individual preferences. Fill in activities, or draw on
games would provide education and entertainment for kids. Further, they could support
various causes with graphics designed accordingly. Areas within the sleeve are strategically
positioned to enable a means of labelling contents. However, changing the sleeve slightly
to incorporate a small holed tab provides wall-mounting capabilities.

THE ADDITION OF WHITE PLASTIC
SLEEVES TO LABEL CONTENTS WITH
ERASABLE MARKERS
ENHANCES HANDLING
CAPABILITIES PROVIDING
A BETTER GRIP

Right: Figure 87 - Branding Band concept

A SET OF BANDS WITH
EMBOSSED LABELLING

Page 174: Figure 88 - Branding Sleeve
concept
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BRANDING SLEEVE
A PLASTIC SLEEVE THAT
COVERS THE ORIGINAL
BRANDING, DISGUISING THE
OLD MESSAGE THE
CONTAINER PORTRAYED

POTENTIAL FOR
VARIOUS THEMED SETS

VARIOUS DESIGNS

EDUCATIONAL FILL IN ACTIVITIES

WHITE SECTION TO
LABEL CONTENTS WITH
ERASABLE MARKER

LOCKING TAB

WALL MOUNTING TAB

ALTERNATIVE WALL
MOUNTING SLEEVE
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5.7.3 Efficiency of space and stacking systems
The ability to save space and provide a stacking system is essential for the household. It
is evident within the kitchen that no one has enough space. Observations identified that
people try to save space in a number of ways, yet the kitchen can be described as a place
of chaos. The draft feature inherent in both the ice cream and yoghurt containers enables
them to be stacked efficiently. Despite this, user interviews identified that people have
issues matching lids to containers, and are often left with orphan lids. Within the pantry,
certain stacking solutions were observed to utilise space efficiently. In contrast, the unstackable solutions were seen to underutilise space. Reusable storage solutions identified
in the competitive product study are addressing such issues. Certain solutions displayed
modular systems, as well as products that efficiently interact in a number of ways, figure 89.

FUN DRAW ON GAMES

Page 176: Figure 89 - Shortage of space,
dairy containers draft features, and various
stacking evidence
SUPPORTING VARIOUS CAUSES
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Two concepts explored how to save space within the kitchen and enable a system that
interacts efficiently.
The first concept enables the stacking of container and lid-to-container and lid series,
figure 90. The topside of the lid incorporates a recessed profile. The recessed bottom profile
of the container enables containers to align and stack securely on the lid. This allows the
2L Ice Cream, and 1L Yoghurt containers to be stacked as series.
The second concept provides the means to stack and lock lids together, figure 91. The
addition of an extruded feature above the locking mechanism, allows another locking
mechanism to attach and secure to, when stacked.
However, combining the natural stacking characteristics of the dairy container with the
staking capabilities of the lid, real efficiencies are achieved. Both lids and containers can
be securely stacked together in one place. This makes them easier to locate, and match,
appropriate solutions, figure 92.
Above: Figure 92 - Real storage efficiency
Page 178: Figure 90 - Container and lid
stacking
Page 179: Figure 91 - Lid Stacking
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2L TUB STACKING

LID STACKING
THE RECESSED CONTOUR
AIDS AND ENSURES CORRECT
ALIGNMENT FOR STACKING

SMALL EXTRUDED FEATURES ENABLE THE
STACKING OF LID-TO-LID SERIES

THE 2L TUB BOTTOM CONTOUR IS RECESSED ON
THE TOPSIDE OF THE LID THAT ENABLES SECURE
STACKING OF CONTAINER AND LID SERIES

THE UNDERCUT FASTENING FEATURE FLEXES
OUT AND SECURES TO THE EXTRUDED FEATURE

SMALL EXTRUDE FEATURE

LID-TO-LID SERIES

OR

THE RECESSED CONTOUR
SECURES THE STACKED
CONTAINER INTO POSITION
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POSSIBILITY TO USE
ALTERNATIVE CORNERS
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5.7.4 Extended functions
People want storage solutions that go beyond the function of a container. Users outlined
in interviews they want solutions with desired functions. In the Tupperware party, people
were attracted to innovation and value added features. Observations outlined that storage
solutions were used for a number of applications like frozen, fresh, dry, and liquid goods.
In addition, they are used in a number of processes like freezing, thawing, heating, and
cooking. The competitive product survey identified a number of solutions that incorporate
features to facilitate such applications and processes. Key functions that were identified,
related to the dispensing of dry and liquid goods, as well as handles, vents, compartments,
and a number of external inserts, figure 93.

Right: Figure 93 - Storage applications,
and value added features evidence
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DRY GOODS
LIFT OPEN AND
PUSH CLOSE LIDS
A DRY GOOD
DISPENSING LID

Four concepts were developed to address the dispensing of dry and liquid goods, vents,
and compartments.
The first concept enables the dispensing of dry goods, figure 94. Two main methods were
identified for the dispensing of dry goods, to pour, or sprinkle. This concept provides both
methods integrated into one lid. Small openings facilitate a means to sprinkle, whereas
the large opening allows goods to be poured. Both openings are sealed individually by
pivoting, push to seal lids.
The second concept facilitates the dispensing of liquids, figure 95. There were a large
number of liquid dispensing methods identified. However, this specific concept provides a
medium sized opening, with a funnel to assist pouring. A pivoting lid that incorporates an
insert seal and locking tab provides increased reliability and ensures it is sealed.

2 DISPENSING
FUNCTIONS

Right: Figure 94 - Dry Good Dispensing
concept

SPRINKLE

POUR

Page 184: Figure 95 - Liquids Dispensing
concept
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LIQUIDS
A LIQUID
DISPENSING LID

LIFT TO OPEN AND
PUSH TO CLOSE LID

LOCKING TAB

INSERT SEAL

LID HINGE

POURING FUNNEL

The third concept incorporates a vent, figure 96. The vent enables the circulation of air
that other solutions claim, increases freshness. Further, it also allows containers to be used
for heating and reduces the amount of condensation that builds up when subjected to the
process of cooling. There was a range of different styled vents and vacuum mechanisms
identified. However, this concept utilises a straightforward pivot vent. It pivots on a centre
axis where each side is either pushed to open, or close. An insert seal that fills the vents
small opening seals it.
The fourth concept provides a compartment, figure 97. A range of reusable solutions like
lunchboxes displayed a number of different compartments. The concept utilises an inbuilt compartment into the lid. It provides a separated section from the container itself.
It is not airtight, has a hinge assembly, and has a push to release locking mechanism. It
provides the ability to separate goods, or store complimentary artefacts that coincide with
its desired use. For instance, when travelling with food, utensils and seasonings can be
separated from the food itself.
Page 186: Figure 96 - Vent concept
Page 187: Figure 97 - Compartment concept
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AIR VENT

2L TUB COMPARTMENT
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6.0 Discussion / Conclusion
The research in this dissertation develops out of an examination of existing reuse
opportunities for consumer dairy product packaging. Further, it seeks to identify which
dimensions of Horst Rittel’s Wicked Problems theory have influence on the Industrial
Design process.
Key positions have been identified in the fields of sustainability and behavioural change,
and include Shedroff (2009), Gatto (1995), McDonough and Braungart (2002), Rossi,
Charon et al. (2006), and Clune (2010). Definitions, requirements, measures, frameworks,
strategies, and approaches relevant to this study of sustainability and behavioural changes
have been closely examined and used throughout this research.
The design process has led to many developments and stages of research that include
observations, interviews, comparative studies, concept development, and prototyping.
A number of IDEO (2003) methods have been used as prompts for observing and
investigating dairy packaging and existing storage solutions in a range of environments
and included a supermarket pilot study, a Tupperware party, and a range of households,
commercial, and retail premises. The key findings from these observations were:
- Packaging gets unintendedly reused and repurposed in a number of ways.
- Packaging and specifically designed food storage solutions are predominately
polymer-based with differentiation being achieved through form, function, material,
and aesthetics.

- The perceived quality/value of a container will determine the type of application and
level of public display.
- People identify the contents of a container in various ways.
- A focus on narrative, with interactive descriptions and demonstrations of solutions,
has potential to engage an audience in many ways.
Such insights led this research to examine three interrelated questions. First, how can you
extend the possibilities of a packaging solution? Second, how you can influence storage
behaviours through packaging? Third, and in terms of this research most importantly, how
can you change the perceived quality/value of a container?
Addressing these questions led to a series of interrelated studies to be undertaken that
included user interviews, a competitive product survey, a review process, a systems
architecture, concept development, and experience prototyping.
User Interviews
Interviews utilising open-ended discussion type questions were conducted that used before
and after questionnaires. The analysis examined a range of users in a range of contexts.
This included different societal groups such as families, young professionals, students, the
retired and also, commercial, retail, and university environments. Insights gained from
these interviews identified that:

- Storage behaviours are inconsistent. People group similarly shaped objects but store
things erratically.
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- Unintended reuse opportunities exist.
- Preservation of food is essential, and as such, people like solutions that have a decent,
reliable seal.
- People are attracted to value added features.
- Packaging and storage behaviours are linked to personal values and the environment
in which they live.
- Initially packaging means very little to the interviewed participants. They show no
concern over what it is, or how it is used untill it is discussed.

- Fonterra’s dairy containers have potential for an inner surface silicon wiper seal.
Such insights, especially this identified inner surface potential, led to studies related to
ways a silicon wiper seal could be utilised. Specifically, how could this type of seal be
incorporated into a lid attachment?
Initial Design Focus

These issues became a key driver during the later design phases. The focus was placed on
how a sufficient seal could be achieved, as well as building an understanding of how to
incorporate value added features.

Following a review process that considered the key insights and questions identified, an
initial design focus was established. A small interdisciplinary design team identified any
un-noted elements in the fieldwork to date, as well as any design opportunity not yet
articulated. The decision was made to focus on identifying ways to improve current single
use dairy containers so that they had significantly strengthened reuse values. Specifically,
how could they viably be modified so that people could use these to meet their needs
related to food storage in the kitchen? Or, as became the tag line, “How could Fonterra’s
dairy packaging put Tupperware out of business?”

Comparative Studies

Systems Architecture

Two comparative studies were carried out in chapters four and five. This included a
competitive product survey and a study of potential seals. These identified, compared, and
tested currently available food storage solutions against each other. From these studies, it
was evident that:

A‘Systems Architecture’, was discussed by the design team, to assist concept development.
This encompassed identifying all characteristics developed during the design phase
including integration with existing dairy containers, as well as the different environments,
applications, processes, materials, durability, interactions, identification, aesthetics, and
seals that solutions could incorporate.

Questions were raised regarding ways packaging functions can be extended through value
added features. More importantly, how could packaging solutions preserve food better and
create a quality seal?

- A brand’s range of reusable solutions is based around a specific method of sealing.
- Additional features are used to extend the functionality of food-based solutions, with
these functions predominately related to storage and dispensing options.
- Fonterra’s polymer based dairy packaging is the same material as many solutions
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purpose-developed for sale.

This provided the team with a map that outlined identified constraints, features, processes,
interactions and appearance to be considered while designing reuse solutions for the
selected dairy products.
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Concept Development
The concept development stage of research explored seven concepts until a sufficient
design of the Flex Corner was determined. These, in turn, were: Band Adaptor, Flexible
Pull Tab, Flex Band, Vacuum Seal, Folding Band, Squeeze Band, and the Corner Tab.
Six key design criteria were developed to evaluate these seven concepts. These were:
1 - Utilise a silicon wiper seal to seal the container from the inner surface.
2 - Have the ability to extend functionality.
3 - Ensure separation of materials.

Suite Of Possibilities
Eight ‘pick ‘n’ mix’ concepts were developed to explore a suite of possibilities for the
identification and removal of branding, efficiency of space, and extended functions. These
included Branding Band, Branding Sleeve, Container Stacking, Lid Stacking, Dry Goods,
Liquids, and 2L Tub Compartment.

5 - Utilise a natural movement such as push to close and pull to open.

This provided a range of concept solutions that address the needs and wants identified in
user observations and interviews.

6 - Do not over-engineer.

Wicked Problems

4 - Incorporate a single motion to open and close.

These six criteria were developed by the design by highlighting certain features from each
concept that were considered either a strength, or weakness. They summarise what the
design team wanted to incorporate, or avoid in their subsequent concepts.
Experience Prototyping
A comparison of relative strengths and weaknesses led to the Corner Tab solution being
identified as having the greatest potential, and this was selected for further development
using rapid prototyping techniques. This enabled prototyped testing to be undertaken,
which identified:
- Concern over adequate rigidity to maintain seal.
- Functionality may not work as envisaged.
- The undercut feature of a vacuum formed lid creates a strong method of securing a lid.
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Consequently, this led to question on how could an undercut feature be incorporated into
a single part lid. Further physical models were created, and these successfully incorporated
this undercut feature.

Throughout this research, a reoccurring question became evident; when does designbased research stop? According to Rittel and Webber (1973) a ‘wicked problem’ is never
concluded, there are no criteria that determines when ‘a’ or ‘the’ solution has been
identified. Dimension 2 states, “Wicked problems have no stopping rules”: they never
finish (Buchanan 1992, p.16).
Yet, while, this research certainly grappled within the complexity of a ‘wicked problem’,
it also, given the constraints of masters level research, had to ‘stop’. Rittel and Webber
(1973, p.162) suggest that problem solvers do not conclude work on a ‘wicked problem’
due to reasons inherent in the ‘logic’ of the problem. Rather considerations external to the
problem forces the problem solver to stop; they are limited by time, money, or patience.
The problem solver decides, “That’s good enough,” “This is the best I can do within the
limitations of the project,” or “I like this solution.”
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Throughout this research, it was evident at each stage of the process that there was always
more that could be found. However, considering Master’s level research, limitations had
to be set with a decision to achieve the appropriate level of satisfaction for the level of
understanding achieved, or exploration required for each stage.
Although there was an opportunity to further explore the different stages of the research, a
decision had to be made that each stage was sufficiently progressed: that what was found,
or developed, was the best that could be achieved within the limitations of the project’s ‘wickedness’.
Despite the fact that limitations had to be set, Rittel and Webber (1973) acknowledge
that the problem solver can always try to do better. Additional time, money, or effort
can sometimes lead toward a better solution. This was influential in understanding that
problems never stop, which was evident for this research. The design process is an iterative
process that can always be improved. There were a number of opportunities identified
throughout the design process for further research and development. (Section 6.3)
According to Rittel and Webber (1973) and Buchanan (1992) it was apparent that the
problem this research tackled had no stopping rules. This lead to question what other
dimensions of Rittel and Webber (1973) ‘wicked problems’ theory were evident in the
design process followed. More importantly, of those that are, what were the most influential?
Dimension 1
Dimension 1 states, “Wicked problems have no definitive formulation, but every
formulation of a wicked problem corresponds to the formulation of a solution” (Buchanan
1992, p.16). The dimension suggests that the information required to understand the
problem is directly related to the notion of solving it. This dimension was very evident
within this research.
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Rittel and Webber (1973, p.161) states, “ to find a problem is thus the same thing as
finding the solution; the problem can’t be defined until the solution has been found.”
Further, “The process of formulating the problem and conceiving a solution are identical,
since every specification of the problem is a specification of the direction in which a
treatment is considered.” This process is described as, “setting up and constraining the
solution space,” or considered the task of ‘taming’ the problem (Rittel and Webber 1973,
p.162). In terms of this research, such a process takes place in the defining of the research
question and the formulation of a design brief.
Dimension 6
Dimension 6, which states, “every wicked problem is a symptom of another, ‘higher level,’
problem” was also evident throughout the research (Buchanan 1992, p.16). Although
present, it did not influence the design process directly, but assisted in understanding the
context of the problem being addressed. It raised awareness that the research focus was
addressing a symptom of a further underlying issue, which, in terms of this study, was
the packaging pervades all aspects of food use. In this regard the exploration of reuse
opportunities is only one possible solution that contributes to a higher-level problem.
Dimension 9
Dimension 9 states; “every wicked problem is unique”(Buchanan 1992, p.16). Rittel and
Webber (1973, p.164) suggest it is important to understand that some problems may
have properties of considerable significance. They state, “part of the art of dealing with
wicked problems is the art of not knowing too early which type of solution to apply.” This
dimension, while not particularly influential for the design process that was followed,
reiterates the intention of this research to keep its scope open.
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Dimension 4

Dimension 5

Dimension 4, which states, “in solving wicked problems there is no exhaustive list
of admissible operations”, significantly shaped the design process that was followed
(Buchanan 1992, p.16). Due to the nature of difficult to design problems and their related
solutions, there was no comprehensible path to follow.

Dimension 5 states, “for every wicked problem there is always more than one possible
explanation, with explanations depending on the Weltanschauung of the designer; the
intellectual perspective of the designer as an integral part of the design process ”(Buchanan
1992, p.16). It is a dimension evident within this research and supports the rationale of the
Master of Design programme. This dimension is immensely influential in understanding
the potential design contains as a method of research inquiry that can suggest a suite of
possibilities, rather than determining an exact answer.

Rittel and Webber (1973, p.164) state two criteria for moving forward: “the set of feasible
plans of action relies on realistic judgement” as well as “the capability to appraise ‘exotic’
ideas.” Both criteria lead toward an ‘Ok, let’s try that’ mindset, which was evident in
determining the actions conducted throughout this research and influential in the design
process followed. Proposed ideas for action were based on practical decisions, as well as
understanding the value, or quality it would provide.
Dimension 8
Dimension 8 states, “solving a wicked problem is a ‘one shot’ operation, with no room
for trial and error” (Buchanan 1992, p.16). It is a dimension that did not truly apply to
this research. Throughout the design process, it was never constrained by commercial,
or industry limitations. The goal of the research was to keep it open, to scope the suite
of possibilities. Rittel and Webber (1973, p.163) states, “every implemented solution
is con-sequential. It leaves ‘traces’ that cannot be undone.” However, the intention of
this research was not to implement a solution, or find the actual answer. Rather, it was
to explore the unimagined and propose potential solutions for further research and
development.
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Dimension 3
Although a number of solutions are possible, dimension 3 states, “ solutions to wicked
problems cannot be true or false, only good or bad” (Buchanan 1992, p.16). This dimension
did not influence the design process, but assisted in understanding the evaluation of
outcomes.
Rittel and Webber (1973, p.163) suggest wicked problems have, “no true or false answers.
Normally, many parties are equally equipped, interested, and/or entitled to judge
the solutions, although none has the power to set formal decision rules to determine
correctness.” The assessment of solutions will be distinct, but judged as ‘good or bad’,
‘better or worse’, ‘satisfying’, or ‘good enough’.
Dimension 7
This assessment is reiterated by dimension 7 that states, “no formulation and solution of
a wicked problem has a definitive test” (Buchanan 1992, p.16). That is to say, there is no
real way of determining how good a wicked problems solution is. Rittel and Webber (1973,
p.163) states, “for tame-problems one can determine on the spot how good a solutionChapter Section 197

attempt has been”, whereas, implemented solutions for wicked problems “will generate
waves of consequences over an extended-virtually an unbounded-period of time.”
Despite this, it is a dimension that was not relevant to this research. The outcomes that
were developed were not seeking validation, or testing. Rather, an as discussed earlier, they
were to scope a set of imaginative possibilities. However, Rittel and Webber (1973, p.163)
suggests for tamed-problems, “the test of a solution is entirely under the control of the few
people who are involved and interested in the problem.”
Dimension 10
Dimension 10, which states, “the wicked problem solver has no right to be wrong – they
are fully responsible for their actions” holds the problem solver accountable (Buchanan
1992, p.16). In other words, in the world of wicked problems the problem solver is
responsible for the outcomes.
Rittel and Webber (1973) state, “the aim is not to find the truth, but to improve some
characteristics of the world where people live in.” This statement summarises the intention
of this research well. It was not out to find the right answer, but provide possibilities that
could contribute toward a more sustainable future. In regard to responsibility, having not
implemented any solution, there was no direct responsibility for the actions taken. Having
said this, there is a responsibility to communicate the value that was created and the
insights that were found.
The key dimensions from Buchanan’s (1992) summary of Rittel and Webber’s (1973)
Wicked Problems found to influence this Master’s design process, in order of importance,
were:
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(5) For every wicked problem there is always more than one possible explanation, with
explanations depending on the Weltanschauung of the designer; the intellectual
perspective of the designer as an integral part of the design process.
(1) Wicked problems have no definitive formulation, but every formulation of a wicked
problem corresponds to the formulation of a solution.
(4) In solving wicked problems there no exhaustive list of admissible operations.
(2) Wicked problems have no stopping rules.
(10) The wicked problem solver has no right to be wrong – they are fully responsible for
their actions.
Respectively they influenced an understanding of the potential and ability for design, in
terms of this research, to act as method of inquiry.
Taken together these dimensions support the following approach to design-directed
research, figure 98.

Left: Figure 98 - Design-directed research
approach
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Other dimensions evident included dimension 6, which assisted in understanding the
context of the problem being addressed. As well as, dimensions 3 and 7 helped understand
the appropriate evaluation of outcomes.
At each stage of the design process, it is evident that new insights were gained, and
different aspects were challenged. This emphasises the restless nature of the design process.
Every new iteration assists in solving the problem at hand. It increases knowledge and
improves the quality of the design but also expands the scope. In terms of an inquiry,
where one study can expand its breadth, others stretch designerly possibilities; where one
reviews studies, others bring resolution.
As this research concludes, this inquiry is never fully completed. There was a number
of further research opportunities identified that could also have been examined, such as
undertaking an extended investigation into how experience, interaction, and incentive
based techniques could be used to create a more positive perspective toward a product.
Specifically, could those techniques observed in the party plan system for polymer based
packaging solutions be applied and used in the everyday food packaging solutions used to
contain the food we buy in the supermarket?

whole. While beyond the scope of single-use food containers, many specialised options can
also be purchased from specialist packaging-solution retailers.
The findings of this research indicate that there is a vast range of food storage solutions
available. A key challenge identified lies in the ability to change peoples perceptions
related to single-use food containers. How can there be a change in mindset from their
designed obsolescence so that people may form some level of commitment, or relationship
to extending the use and value of such packaging? This could in turn change respective
end-life packaging behaviours, better yet, change purchasing behaviours from the outset.
The outcome of this research is a step toward this goal. It is not a single solution that will
solve overarching packaging issues related to sustainability. Instead, it is an iterative step
within such a ‘wicked problem’.

This potential for yet more research, coupled with the many insights and design iterations
already produced lead to a key insight found out of this research: that the design process
is never fully complete. In this regard a key question to emerge from this examination
of reuse potential of dairy product packaging containers is: how is it determined when a
process is finished, given the ever-present capacity of design to further iterate and resolve?
How arbitrary is concluding a research project such as this?
In terms of this research, the field of food related containers remains wide open. The
chosen dairy company has many more packaging options, as does the dairy industry as a
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Still Photo Survey - Supermarket Pilot Observation
- Still Photo Dairy product packaging survey.
- Scoping the spectrum of packaging forms existing in the Dairy market.
- 3 part study.

Part 1.
- Photograph how dairy product packaging interacts in
their display/storage functions.
- Documenting the following sections:
- Milk
- Butter
- Yoghurt
- Ice Cream

8.0 Appendix

Part 2.
- Photograph individual products found in each section.
- Documenting multiple views to understand form,
function and materials used.

Part 3.
- Synthesis observations into various matrices.
- Gain Insights and identify relationships and trends.

Note:
The intention of this Masters of Design research is to identify potential ‘Reuse’ applications for
Dairy product packaging for the household. The identity of the supermarket and any brands
involved will remain anonymous throughout this masters research. The primary goal of such pilot
observations is to explore the spectrum of various forms and functions used in Dairy products
packaging.
For further information regarding this study contact :

Appendix 1 - Supermarket Pilot Study
infomation sheet
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Joshua Jeffery
University of Otago
Design Studies
joshuajeffery@design.otago.ac.nz
021 543 776
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_________________________________________________________________________________________
_

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_

INNOVATIONS IN DAIRY PRODUCT PACKAGING
ETHICAL APPROVAL AT DEPARTMENTAL LEVEL OF A

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

ACTION TAKEN

PROPOSAL INVOLVING HUMAN PARTICIPANTS (CATEGORY B)

o

Approved by Head of Department

Approved by Departmental Committee

o

Referred to University of Otago Human Ethics Committee

Referred to another Ethics Committee
Please specify:

Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read this information sheet carefully
before deciding whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate we thank you. If
you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you of any kind and we thank you
for considering our request.

NAME OF DEPARTMENT: Design Studies
TITLE OF PROJECT: Innovations in Dairy product packaging

..................................................................

PROJECTED START DATE OF PROJECT: 27/10/2010

DATE OF CONSIDERATION:

STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBLE FOR PROJECT: Mick Abbott

Signed (Head of Department):

What is the Aim of the Project?

26th October 2010

Gain experience in observing and interviewing people and artefacts with a view to improving
the quality and reuse of dairy product packaging solutions. This is part of the Master of
Design Programme 2010 -2011
What Type of Participants are being sought?

NAMES OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS OR INSTRUCTORS:
Joshua Jeffery and fellow current MDes students, 2010-2011

Adult members of the public aged over 20, related commercial environments and University
of Otago students.

...................................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
Conduct studies following similar methods described by IDEO in their published Method Cards.
This includes:
o Semi-structured and open-ended interviews and questionnaires.
o Semi-structured and open-ended feedback and participatory focus groups.
o Observing and recording behaviours and artefacts in public and private spaces, using still and
moving images.

What will Participants be Asked to Do?

Please attach copies of any Information Sheet and/or Consent Form

Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to either
o
o
o
o
o
o

DETAILS OF ETHICAL ISSUES INVOLVED:
1. We will be observing people’s behaviour and artefacts in public places. When we
observe people’s behaviour and artefacts in private spaces we will ask for signed
consent prior to the observation.
2. We will ask for consent from subjects prior to their interview and filling in
questionnaires.
3. Only Adult members of the public aged over 20, related commercial environments
and University of Otago students will be interviewed, surveyed or observed.
4. All data will be confidential between the students conducting the specific surveys etc
and their supervisor Mick Abbott.

Participate in an interview
Participate in a focus group
Complete a survey questionnaire
Be observed
Be photographed and videoed
Depending on the particular study the time taken will vary between 10 minutes and 45
minutes

This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of the questions
which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on the way in
which the interview develops. Consequently, although the University of Otago Human
Ethics Committee is aware of the general areas to be explored in the interview, the
Committee has not been able to review the precise questions to be used.
In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or
uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s)
and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to
yourself of any kind.

Appendix 2 - Type B Ethical Approval,
Information Sheet, Consent Form, and
Proposed Research Studies

Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any disadvantage
to yourself of any kind.
1

2
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_________________________________________________________________________________________
_

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_

What Data or Information will be Collected and What Use will be Made of it?

INNOVATIONS IN DAIRY PRODUCT PACKAGING

What	
  
Still	
  photo	
  survey	
  and	
  inventory	
  archeology	
  of	
  
dairy	
  products	
  packaging	
  range.	
  
User	
  surveys	
  and	
  interviews	
  involving	
  a	
  mix	
  of	
  
direct	
  and	
  open-‐ended	
  questions	
  about	
  dairy	
  
product	
  packaging	
  and	
  the	
  users	
  related	
  
behaviours	
  and	
  perceptions.	
  

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the library but every
attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity.

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request
further information at any stage.

You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish.
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned above will
be able to gain access to it. At the end of the project any personal information will be
destroyed immediately except that, as required by the University's research policy, any raw
data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for five
years, after which it will be destroyed.

I know that:
1.

My participation in the project is entirely voluntary.

Reasonable precautions will be taken to protect and destroy data gathered by email.
However, the security of electronically transmitted information cannot be guaranteed.
Caution is advised in the electronic transmission of sensitive material.

2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage. I am also
free to ask that any still or moving images taken of me up to that time be not used and
deleted.

What if Participants have any Questions?

3.

The raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage
for five years, after which it will be destroyed.

If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to
contact either:

4.

This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of the
questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on
the way in which the interview develops. Consequently, although the University of
Otago Human Ethics Committee is aware of the general areas to be explored in the
interview, the Committee has not been able to review the precise questions to be used.

Mick Abbott, Senior Lecturer and Master of Design Programme Director
Department of Design Studies
Phone 4795796, mick@design.otago.ac.nz

User	
  observations	
  and	
  inventory	
  archaeologies	
  of	
   Private	
  households	
  and	
  
dairy	
  product	
  use.	
  Observing	
  related	
  behaviours	
   general	
  public	
  spaces.	
  
and	
  identifying	
  connections	
  to	
  potential	
  reuse	
  
applications	
  found	
  in	
  the	
  household.	
  

In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant
or uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular
question(s) and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any
disadvantage to yourself of any kind.
5.

The results of the project may be published and available in the library but every attempt
will be made to preserve my anonymity.

6.

I understand that reasonable precautions have been taken to protect data transmitted by
email but that the security of the information cannot be guaranteed.

I agree to take part in this project.

.............................................................................
(Signature of participant)
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Where	
  
Supermarkets	
  and	
  Dairy’s	
  
based	
  in	
  Dunedin.	
  
General	
  public	
  and	
  online	
  
web	
  based.	
  

...............................
(Date)

5

Feedback	
  focus	
  groups	
  to	
  evaluate	
  prototyped	
  
reuse	
  dairy	
  product	
  packaging	
  concepts.	
  

Otago	
  University	
  and	
  
possibly	
  online	
  blog	
  
forum.	
  

Co-‐design	
  focus	
  groups	
  to	
  further	
  develop	
  
prototyped	
  dairy	
  product	
  packaging	
  concepts.	
  

Otago	
  University.	
  

Who	
  
Documenting	
  dairy	
  
products	
  packaging	
  range	
  
A	
  range	
  of	
  demographics	
  
including	
  Adult members
of the public aged over 20,
related commercial
environments and
University of Otago
students	
  
A	
  range	
  of	
  demographics	
  
including	
  Adult members
of the public aged over 20,
related commercial
environments and
University of Otago
students	
  
A	
  range	
  of	
  demographics	
  
including	
  Adult members
of the public aged over 20,
related industry experts and
University of Otago
students	
  

Media	
  
Digital	
  Camera	
  

A	
  range	
  of	
  demographics	
  
including	
  Adult members
of the public aged over 20,
related industry experts and
University of Otago
students and staff.	
  

Audio	
  recorder,	
  
Digital	
  Camera.	
  

Online	
  survey	
  tools,	
  
Paper	
  based	
  surveys,	
  
Audio	
  recorder.	
  
Digital	
  Camera,	
  
Video	
  Camera.	
  

Audio	
  recorder,	
  
Digital	
  Camera.	
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User Interview Question Guideline

Demographic? i.e Male 30yrs old.

What is your reasoning behind purchasing such solutions?

How many people occupy your household? Eg. 2 Adults, 2 Children.

What are your likes and dislikes about your purchased solutions? i.e material, information, aesthetics, features.

If it were to benefit the environment which of these packaging features
would u be willing to give up?

What types of dairy products do you purchase?
Milk, Yoghurt, Ice cream, Margarine/Butter.
How frequent do you purchase these specific products? What type of
volumes and packaging?
What are your likes and dislikes in regard to dairy products packaging? i.e
material, information, aesthetics, features.
What is your usual end life behaviour of such dairy products packaging?
Waste, Recycle, or Reuse. (Specific to product type)
MilkYoghurtIce CreamMargarine/ButterWhat is your reasoning behind such end life behaviour?
If reused, what type of reuse applications have you used dairy product
packaging for?
What features of the products packaging or motivations, encouraged
such behaviour?

Appendix 3 - User Interview Question
Guidelines
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Out of your purchased solutions do you have a specific solution you use
more often? Why?

Packaging in a shape that makes it easier to stack
and store at home.

In your household have you been confronted with the situation of not
having an appropriate storage solution or something of similar nature?

Packaging for convenience, such as packs that can
be cooked in or kept at home as a resealable container.

If dairy product packaging were designed specifically to facilitate and
prompt reuse applications for the household, would you be more
inclined to adopt such reuse behaviour? Why? What do you think would
encourage you to adopt this behaviour?

Packaging for ease of transport which means they can
be carried home easily

If dairy product packaging were to be redesigned with a
reuse/repurposed application what type of applications would you want
in your household?

Packaging for preserving that will make products last
longer at home after being purchased.
Packaging information that includes cooking and usage
instructions.

If dairy product packaging was to be redesigned with reuse applications,
what packaging features are important to you and must be maintained?

Packaging for protection, which keeps products in
good condition.

Alternatively if dairy product packaging were to be redesigned with
reuse applications, what packaging features are currently not incorporated that you would like to see adopted?

Packaging for hygiene, which keeps products clean and
untouched by other shoppers.

If confronted with two similar dairy products, one with regular packaging
the other designed with specific household reuse applications. What factors would influence your decision to make a choice?
**Answer attached table**

None of these
How would you describe what current dairy product packaging and their
end life behaviour means to you? Are you content with this position or
would you like it to change? If so, how and why?

Does your household purchase specific storage solutions for the household? Ie Tupperware.
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Tupperware Questionnaire

[BEFORE]

Male / Female
Age: 0 – 25

26 – 35

36 – 45

46 – 55

56+

Briefly describe your living situation: eg. (Student Flat, 6 students, 3 male,
3 female) (City Apartment, 2 Adults, 1 male, 1 female)(Rural, 2 Adults 3
Kids, 2 male, 3 female)
Have you ever been to a Tupperware party? Y / N
If YES, how long ago was this?
What is your reasoning behind coming to this Tupperware party?
Have you ever purchased or owned any Tupperware products? Y / N
If YES, briefly describe the specific products and their typical uses.

Tupperware Questionnaire

[AFTER]

In a short paragraph describe your Tupperware party experience,
outlining what you liked and disliked about it.
What was the most memorable aspect of the party? And why?
What product or range would you most likely USE? And why?
What product or range would you least likely USE? And why?
Did you purchase or intend to purchase any of Tupperware’s products?
Y / N
If NO, can you explain your reasoning behind not purchasing these
products?
If YES, what products did you purchase, or intend to purchase? And why?

In a short paragraph describe what you think about Tupperware and
their product range:
If you own or use Tupperware products,
What do you LIKE about them?
What do you DISLIKE about them?

Can you outline what you believe Tupperware did well to motivate and
encourage you to purchase their products?
After experiencing this Tupperware party have your original views of
Tupperware and their product range changed? Y / N
If YES, can you explain how this has changed?

If you don’t own Tupperware products what alternatives do you use in
your household? And why?

Appendix 4 - Tupperware Before and After
Questionnaire
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Appendix 5 - Full results of Product sample
test.
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